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ABSTRACT 
Author: Christopher Cohoes 
Title: A Comparison of Two Geo-Centric Attitude Indicators as Aids to 
Unusual Attitude Recovery: Pictorial vs. Symbolic Displays 
Institution: Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
Degree: Master of Aeronautical Science 
Year: 1996 
Aircraft require high cognitive quality aircraft attitude information. Evidence will be 
presented on aircrew decision-making performance on an unusual attitude recovery task 
using three different types of attitude displays. Results indicated that among a sample of 
low-flight time student pilots attending Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, mean 
reaction times were significantly faster and error rates significantly lower using an outside-
in pictorial display than with either an outside-in symbolic display or an attitude gyro. 
This is attributed to the pictorial display being a more intuitive display by providing a 
more natural or realistic representation of aircraft orientation than the other two displays. 
The attitude gyro may violate the pilot's mental model of motion relationships with the 
world, in which the aircraft, not the horizon, is the dynamic element. While the symbolic 
display does not do this, it does use complex coding of information which appears to 
require higher level cognitive processing than the pictorial display. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The most critical instrument in any instrument cockpit is the attitude indicator (Al). 
This instrument, or display, comes in many shapes, sizes, and modalities. Whichever the 
configuration, the ultimate purpose of the Al is to immediately convey to the pilot the 
aircraft's orientation in space relative to the horizon. This reference point is critical to a 
pilot since its position allows the pilot to determine whether or not the airplane is 
climbing, descending, and/or turning. This determination is easily accomplished during 
daylight hours with good visibility because the pilot cannot only see the horizon, but has 
a wide field-of-view that contains the actual horizon. This wide field-of-view allows 
pilots to process motion cues using their peripheral visual systems. This system is much 
more sensitive to motion than the fovea, or central visual system (Sekuler & Blake, 
1994). It becomes a less trivial task at night or during instrument meteorological 
conditions (IMC) because visibility outside the cockpit is either reduced greatly or 
eliminated. The Al is the only instrument in the cockpit that provides this crucial 
information, and the importance of this information is apparent when viewing the 
instrument panel of most aircraft. The Al is often the largest display and it is usually the 
display located directly in the center of the pilot's field-of-view. The fact that this display 
is small (relative to the actual view of the horizon), requires that a pilot focus directly on 
it to interpret it. This requires a pilot's active attention. In contrast, the horizon provides 
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an ambient cue that can be attended to near passively under visual meteorological 
conditions (VMC), conditions which allow pilots to fly purely by reference to the view 
out the window without the aid of aircraft instruments. 
A traditional Al is a gyro-driven sphere recessed into an aircraft instrument panel. 
This sphere converts aircraft attitude information into a two-dimensional representation, 
the dimensions being pitch and roll in degrees from the horizon. 
The Al is the instrument that contributes most significantly to pilots' situational 
awareness (SA), that is to say, pilots' understanding of where they were, are, will be, the 
current performance state of the aircraft, the environment, and any anticipated changes to 
any of these factors. Since pilot error reportedly accounts for over 70% of all mishaps, 
and a loss of situational awareness is often the cause of the pilot error, it makes sense to 
maximize a pilot's situational awareness in order to avert mishaps or near mishaps. A 
major aspect of this increase in SA is not just the data provided by the Al, but the 
amount of time available to process critical data aside from that provided by the Al. If 
the Al is designed to be as intuitive as possible, pilots will spend less time looking at and 
interpreting the data it provides, and spend more time attending to the other gauges and 
displays. In other words, if the Al provides low-level data, the time and mental effort to 
convert the data to useful information is high. If the display is designed to provide high 
level data, or if possible, information, no processing time is required. Perhaps more 
importantly, more time is available to integrate data and information from all other 
sources to construct a high level of situational awareness. This is true especially at night 
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or during IMC when the pilot has little or no reference to the ground or the horizon in 
order to maintain his aircraft at the desired attitude. 
With the introduction of high-speed, low-weight, and small-size computers and 
cathode ray tubes (CRTs), the Al is being replaced by a computer-driven, graphical 
representations of traditional AIs displayed on CRTs in most advanced cockpits (those 
outside of general aviation). These displays are called electronic attitude indicators 
(EAJs). Further developments have led to the projection of computer generated images 
onto a transparent heads-up display (HUD) mounted above the instrument panel in most 
of the world's fighter and attack aircraft. 
This technology has paved the way for new designs which can make better use of 
human perception principals and human information processing theory. These 
principals and theories must be fully integrated into Al display design in order to realize 
the full potential of the pilot's ability to quickly, accurately, and intuitively know the 
aircraft's attitude. 
Statement of the Problem 
The main purpose of the aircraft attitude indicator is to assist pilots in determining 
their spatial orientation relative to the ground during instrument meteorological 
conditions. This determination must be made quickly and accurately in order to 
maintain control of the aircraft. Attitude indicator displays can either help pilots 
determine their spatial relationship with Earth, or the displays can further complicate the 
determination depending on the format of the display. Advances in display technology 
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coupled with an understanding of human information processing theory have made it 
possible to design attitude indicators that are much more compatible with people's 
mental model of the flight environment. Designs which are more intuitive to a pilot 
should reduce the amount of time required to process the information thereby enhancing 
flight performance in terms of both speed and accuracy of control inputs in response to 
attitudes indicated by a display. 
Review of Related Literature 
Displays. The perceptual systems of humans were developed and presumably 
optimized to deal with objects and events available to direct observation in every day life 
(Gibson, 1979). Displays (which may be defined as the deliberate and structured 
presentation of information to the senses) filter, combine, delay (or predict), and 
transform system information in ways that are not always compatible with the perceptual 
system of the human being (Stokes, Wickens, & Kite, 1990). Displays can overload 
humans with more system parameters than can be efficiently processed and integrated. 
This is the point at which the individual can be limited by his or her cognitive resources, 
and consequently limited to a certain level of performance. It is also possible that the 
display can restrict or degrade information to the point that human performance becomes 
limited by the lack of information to process (Stokes, Wickens, & Kite, 1990). 
A display that we are all very familiar with is the one we see in everyday life — the 
world around us. This dynamic, holistic, color, pictorial display contains huge amounts 
of data including auditory, olfactory, and tactile data. In the normal human, this 
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complex display is processed easily and efficiently. It therefore makes sense for display 
designs to capitalize on these innate human capabilities. 
The most common mode for aircraft displays is visual. This makes sense because 
of all the information being presented to humans at any given time from their 
environment, 90% of it is being processed through the eyes and the visual cortex 
(Sekuler & Blake, 1994). Of all of the instruments in an aircraft cockpit, the attitude 
indicator is widely considered as the one which provides the most critical information. 
Attitude indicator background. The attitude indicator is an instrument in an aircraft 
cockpit which allows pilots to determine whether or not their aircraft are climbing, 
descending, or turning. This is not a difficult task during daylight with good visibility 
because it is obvious by looking out of the window at the horizon if the aircraft is doing 
any of those things. Under these conditions, pilots do not normally reference the Al. It 
is a completely different task at night or during daylight with reduced visibility. 
Periods of reduced visibility at night or during the day are by definition IMC 
conditions. If these reductions in visibility meet certain FAA criteria, pilots are then 
required to fly under instrument flight rules (IFR). Under IFR, pilots must reference the 
Al not only because they cannot reference the horizon, but because they are required to 
follow specific procedures. These procedures require setting precise attitudes in order to 
comply with air trafffic control instructions. 
The other major function of the Al is as an aid to recovering aircraft from unusual 
attitudes. Unusual attitudes occur because of pilot disorientation, mechanical problems, 
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or severe turbulence (induced by weather or by other aircraft). In these cases, control of 
the aircraft is lost and must be regained quickly in order to avert disaster. Because of the 
reduced visibility and the physiology of the inner ear, it is difficult for pilots to regain 
their spatial orientation without an aid. 
In either of the above cases, IFR flight or unusual attitude recovery, it is necessary 
for pilots to rely on a cockpit instrument which depicts an artificial picture of the 
relationship between their aircraft and the horizon. These artificial pictures are called 
attitude indicators because they display a real-time representation of the aircraft's 
attitude, or spatial orientation relative to the horizon. This information is obviously 
critical to pilots because a clear understanding of the aircraft's relationship to the ground 
is required in order to make every other decision in the cockpit. 
An aid to unusual attitude recovery. The most common test of pilot flight 
performance with reference to the Al is the unusual attitude recovery. This type of test, 
which is a required maneuver on many FAA checkrides, involves an instructor placing 
an aircraft in a random attitude while the pilot's view of the situation is blocked. The 
controls are then relinquished to the pilot while his view of the Al is simultaneously 
restored. The pilot must immediately recover the aircraft to a straight and level attitude 
of 0° angle of bank and 0° pitch. The faster the pilot can interpret the Al, the faster the 
pilot can make the appropriate input to effect a recovery. 
The steps involved in an unusual attitude recovery are, generally, as follows. 
Airspeed must be checked - if it is too low, the pilot will not have the aerodynamic 
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authority to recover the aircraft. If airspeed is excessive, structural damage could occur 
to the aircraft. Next, the altimeter must be checked in order to determine altitude 
remaining and to determine if the aircraft is climbing or descending. The attitude 
indicator becomes the primary instrument so that the pilot can determine where the 
aircraft is so that the controls can be manipulated to level the wings and place the nose 
on the horizon. These last two steps, attitude determination and recovery, are the steps 
with which this study deals ~ the attitude indicator as a display to aid in the recovery 
from unusual attitudes. 
Human information processing. Attitude indicators are designed using many 
different formats that draw from widely different philosophies about how attitude 
information should be displayed to pilots. These designs were initially limited by 
available technology and lacked any input from existing human information processing 
theory. These theories have slowly made their way into modern Al design standards, but 
by and large, design is dominated by convention. 
An understanding of human information processing theory is critical to the design 
of an Al because the goal is to convey intuitive and unambiguous information of a time-
critical nature to a human operator — the pilot. The pilot must be able to perceive, 
understand, and react to this information immediately and without error because the 
consequences of delayed or incorrect control inputs in response to the Al could be fatal. 
Pilot information processing and decision making are key to safe and successful 
completion of a maneuver or entire flight, but there is an associated cost: the time to 
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process and make decisions. These activities contribute to pilot workload and they are 
subject to error. Well-designed aircraft spatial awareness indicators should save time 
and effort for the pilot and reduce the likelihood of error, but they should also be 
designed to support the pilot's natural approach to situation assessment and selection of 
actions (Murphy & Cardosi, 1994). 
What is information processing? There is a distinction between information and 
data. Data are building blocks that become information only after having been 
processed analytically and formed into a useable structure. Information is more valuable 
than data because information conveys more meaning. An aircraft's angle of bank is the 
product of a transformation. This transformation, a computation, makes angle of bank 
an information element to be processed in the context of other information about the 
overall attitude of the aircraft. The transformation of data into information takes time 
and mental effort if the computations have to be performed by the pilot. A design 
should minimize time spent on mental transformation of data. Information should be 
presented to the pilot in a useable form when needed. 
People extract data and information from the environment through the senses, 
centrally process that input in some fashion, and produce an action. In this study, that 
action would be to move the joystick as required. It takes time to progress from sensing 
or perceiving information to making a decision and acting. A popular model of 
information processing follows is on the following page. 
The first stage in Figure 1 is the sensory store. Since this study deals only with a 
visual display, we will use the sensory store that is dedicated to vision, as there are 
sensory stores for the rest of the senses as well. In the visual sensory store, light is 
transformed into neural energy via the rods and cones. According to Wickens and Flach 
(1988), information in the sensory store is represented in terms of physical features. The 
example the authors use is that the text on this page is represented in your visual field as 
as simply a pattern of dark shapes against a white background, not as words or letters. 
This stage of processing lasts briefly and requires no attention resources. Pattern 
recognition is the second stage and it is where the perceived patterns in the sensory store 
Attent ion 
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Figure 1. A Model of Information Processing (Wickens & Flach, 1988). 
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are integrated into meaningful elements. Now dark shapes on this page become words 
that convey meaning. This complex neural operation involves "mapping'' the physical 
codes of the sensory store into meaningful codes from memory. This process is often 
limited by the supply of attention resources. A classic example of this limitation of 
resources is when pilots become so engrossed in the approach and landing of an aircraft 
that they fail to "hear" the landing gear unsafe warning tone and make a gear-up landing. 
The pilots were perhaps to busy flying the instrument approach or listening to the radio, 
and though the warning is physically heard, it is not being attended to cognitively. The 
third stage is the decision and response selection stage. Now a decision is made as to 
what to do with the recognized stimulus. The information can either be stored for future 
reference, integrated with other available information, or it may initiate a response. 
If a motor response is chosen, the response execution phase of the model translates 
this intention into a coordinated sequence of motor commands: move the muscles in the 
arm such that the stick is moved left to commence a left-hand roll. The resulting 
responses, by way of the feedback loop, then becomes input to the sensory stores so that 
the next response can eventually be selected (Wickens & Flach, 1988). 
Besides the sensory store, there are two other places where information can be 
stored; working memory and long-term memory. Long-term memory is the accumulated 
knowledge "warehouse" whereas working memory is what is currently in use by the 
information processor. Transferring information in and out of short and long-term 
memory takes time. Pattern recognition also takes time. Finally, deciding on an action 
takes time. 
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Mental models. Exploitation of our knowledge of the way pilots perceive, decide, 
and act on information can produce Al designs that provide information that is more 
compatible with the way our brains operate. This could reduce errors in interpretation of 
the Al and decrease time spent in the decision-action loop and other portions of the 
human information processing model. To a great extent, the amount of time these 
processes take is affected by the spatial relationships between stimuli and responses 
(Wickens & Flach, 1988). Some spatial arrangements result in faster response times 
than others. In an experiment by Simon (1969), if two side-by-side lights are to be 
responded to with two key presses, faster reaction times will be obtained if the left key is 
assigned to the left light and the right key assigned to the right light. This is a more 
compatible, therefore intuitive arrangement. Fitts and Seeger (1953), using more 
complex arrangements, found that while practice could improve reaction times for 
incompatible mappings, performance failed to reach the levels found for compatible 
mappings. Furthermore, under conditions of stress, there is a danger that highly 
compatible responses will be erroneously substituted for correct but incompatible 
responses (Loveless, 1963). This is central to the study of attitude indicators and their 
design. 
Stimulus-response compatibility is guided by expectancies or internal models of 
how the world behaves; that is, humans have a mental model that leads them to associate 
certain responses with certain stimuli (Wickens & Flach, 1988). When the stimulus-
response configuration is compatible with a pilot's expectation (fits his or her mental 
model), then performance will be faster and more accurate. 
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Ego-centric vs. geo-centric. Our view of the world is ego-centric because 
everything we see is in relation to our eyes. In contrast, a geo-centric view would be a 
global view of the world from a perspective other than our own, though we may be 
included as an element of that view. If we cannot see, or if what we see does not make 
sense, we may be able to use a visual display to aid us. The decision must be made to 
make this display ego-centric or geo-centric. 
Studies show that among flight-naive people and pilots with little flight time, geo-
centric Al formats increase performance. Presumably, this is because the geo-centric 
format is more compatible with these inexperienced people and their mental model of 
the flight environment. Experienced pilots perform better using ego-centric displays. 
This is a more intuitive display format for them because they have seen the horizon 
move in their windshield so often that they expect this. They also expect an attitude 
indicator to mimic what they see ~ that is exactly what the attitude gyro does. 
Attitude gyro display. One example of the violation of stimulus-response 
compatibility is the standard attitude gyro used in this study and throughout aviation. It 
is an ego-centric display. When a pilot initiates a left roll in an aircraft, the attitude gyro 
depicts the aircraft remaining stationary and the horizon rolling right, an equal, but 
seemingly opposite reaction. 
The average flight naive person expects to see the aircraft roll right if they 
command a right roll because that is what actually occurs. For these inexperienced 
pilots, the attitude gyro, because it is ego-centric, is an incompatible format. 
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Figure2. Ego-centric Attitude Gyro Display. 
Extensive training using the attitude gyro has caused experienced pilots to expect to 
see the aircraft as stationary while the view rotates around them. The ego-centric format 
has therefore become an intuitive format for these pilots. 
Symbolic display. The symbolic display, a form of which is used extensively in military 
aviation (the format is often used on heads-up displays or HUDs, is an extension of the 
conventional attitude gyro. This approach uses computer-generated symbology to 
present attitude and other related information symbolically and textually (airspeed, 
altitude, angle-of-attack) to the pilot. Unlike the attitude gyro, the format for the 
symbolic display is geo-centric. 
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Figure 3. Geo-centric Symbolic Display. 
Taylor and Selcon (1990) found that global features of complex, multi-dimensional 
stimuli are processed more rapidly than detailed components of the whole. He therefore 
recommends that HUD-style symbology follow the recognized Gestalt principles of 
perceptual organization such as proximity, similarity, and closure. This symbology in 
general does not follow the Gestalt principles, nor is there any standardization of HUD-
style symbology (Stokes & Wickens, 1988). 
Another of the symbology problems that pilots have criticized is display clutter. In 
one study, 11 of 17 pilots turned off the HUD "at critical phases of a mission because it 
interfered with their performance,, (Oppetik, 1973). Though most studies use these 
symbolic displays as aids to IFR flight and as weapons targeting displays, the 
symbology is the issue in this study as it relates to aiding pilots in the recovery from 
unusual attitudes. 
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Pictorial display. Like the symbolic display, the pictorial display is geo-centric. 
All three displays in this study are visual displays, but only the pictorial display is a 
graphic. The attitude gyro and the symbolic display require the pilot to read text to 
determine what the attitude (spatial information) of the aircraft is. Text is associated 
with verbal, not spatial information. Research in aircraft simulators indicates that tasks 
which use verbal working memory are served best by auditory inputs, while spatial tasks 
are better served by visual inputs (Vidulich & Wickens, 1982). Galitz (1993) further 
suggests that these visual inputs should be in the form of graphics. This sets up another 
stimulus-response incompatibility for the attitude gyro and the symbolic display. 
The pictorial display uses a picture to convey all of this information without the 
operator having to switch between interpreting verbal and spatial information. This 
theoretically eliminates many conflicts because all of the information is presented in one 
modality. 
Wickens, Todd, and Seidler (1989) cite two arguments which can be made for the 
use of pictorial displays: (a) a pictorial display provides a more "natural" representation 
of information than conventional displays (including symbolic displays), and (b) a single 
pictorial display provides a more "compatible1' view by reducing the need to integrate 
mentally across several symbolic displays, a task that, according to Woods (1984), can 
be cognitively demanding. There are, however, drawbacks with pictorial displays. 
The most evident drawback is the difficulty in representing a three-dimensional, 
pictorial (or, in this case, a pseudo-three-dimensional pictorial) image's precise position 
in space. This problem has been a major obstacle for the implementation of a pictorial 
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display as an air traffic control display. Most attempts at solving the problem have 
incorporated posts sticking out of the aircraft icons perpendicular to the ground (the 
ground is also displayed). These posts "connect" aircraft to a fixed position on the 
Figure 4. Geo-centric Pictorial Display. 
ground so that changes in the angle at which the operator views the display as well as 
other variables don't confound the display. All of these xariables are generated by the 
geometry of perspective viewing. 
The most important variables to a pictorial Al display that uses the geo-centric 
perspective, are the elevation viewing angle and the azimuth viewing angle. The 
elevation viewing angle is the angle from which the display "camera" looks up or down 
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to the object in the display (Wickens et al., 1989). The azimuth viewing angle is the 
angle left or right relative to the straight ahead orientation. See Appendix C for further 
discussion of viewing angles used during image construction. 
Visual scanning of aircraft instruments. Factors that have been discussed to this 
point deal with human perception, information processing, Al design, and mental 
models as they relate to the interpretation of attitude indicators. Another important 
factor is how pilots scan their instruments. 
Moray (1986) reasoned that allocation of visual scanning is guided by an internal 
model of the statistical properties of the environment. Humans do a good job of 
scanning where they expect to see information, and of ignoring where they do not expect 
it or where the consequences of missing it are insignificant (Stokes, Wickens, & Kite, 
1990). Two categories describe the visual processing of information from separated 
displays: the movement of the eyes between fixations (scanning) and the fixations 
themselves. 
When a pilot or any operator fixates on an item such as a display, this fixation 
(defined in terms of dwell time) is assumed to allow the operator to extract sufficient 
information so that the appropriate control input can be initiated. In one study, subjects 
fixated a compensatory tracking display, designated as a primary task, for dwell times of 
400-600ms, when their visual attention was otherwise required to be directed 30 degrees 
in the periphery to control an unstable tracking task (Allen, Clement, & Jex, 1970). As 
the secondary task was made more simple, primary task dwell time increased. When the 
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secondary task became more unstable, dwell time on the primary task did not decrease, 
suggesting that the 400-600ms dwell time is the minimum required to acquire foveal 
information appropriate for control action. 
Harris and Christhilf (1980), and McRuer et al. (1968) found similar observations of 
fixation time. Harris and Christhilf observed that dwell time on the primary flight 
control display, the Al, could be as long as 1500ms, but showed a sharp peak at 500ms. 
Allen, Clement, and Jex (1970) assumed that the Al, relating to inner loop control or 
stability control, was the primary tracking display which Harris and Christliff called a 
"Type 0" instrument. In their study, Harris and Christliff found qualitatively different 
scan patterns for what they classified as "Type 1" instruments, that is, instruments that 
provide outer loop information such as altitude, heading, and glide slope. Instrument 
flight training stresses the need to return to the Al after scanning other instruments, and 
consequently, these studies showed that the "Type I" instruments were scanned 
significantly less often and had a constant dwell time of 500ms. A third classification 
labeled "Type 2" was assigned to indicators of airspeed, engine RPM, and vertical 
velocity. "Type 2" instruments showed the normal "information extraction" dwell times 
of 400 msec or more and also rapid dwell times of 125-200ms. The latter are thought to 
be "global checks" to verify indicators were in the correct general location rather than to 
extract information. 
These scan strategies have been investigated extensively in laboratories. The scan 
patterns of well-trained pilots systematically reflect their information needs (McRuer et 
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al., 1968; Moray, 1981; Harris & Spady, 1985). Therefore, the finding that the Al is the 
most frequently fixated flight display is consistent with standard training procedures that 
exploit the fact that the Al presents the lowest order information in the flight control 
loop. Focusing attention upon this information requires the pilot to do the least amount 
of prediction when tracking (McRuer et al., 1968). 
Summary. The three displays have been viewed not as aids to IFR flight, but as 
aids to unusual attitude recovery. In this environment the goal is for pilots to recognize 
unusual attitudes so that they can recover from them, thus display design should be 
based on human information processing theory. The more intuitive the design, the better 
the pilot performance. Flight-naive and low-time pilots prefer the geo-centric display 
like the pictorial and symbolic displays while experienced pilots prefer ego-centric 
displays like the atitude gyro. Finally, the symbolic display uses a combination of 
symbols and numerals while the pictorial display uses only photo-like pictures. 
Statement of the Hypothesis 
It is therefore hypothesized that, among non-instrument-rated Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University student pilots, the reaction times and error rates in unusual 
attitude recovery using the pictorial display will be significantly better than the same 
task using the symbolic display. 
METHOD 
Subjects 
The participants in this study were selected from the population of Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University undergraduate student pilots who had not yet enrolled in the 
instrument flight course which leads to an FAA instrument rating. The total population 
consisted of about 240 students, 12 of whom participated in this study. 
Signs were posted around the Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University campus 
asking for volunteers. The researcher also went to several ground school classes to 
recruit volunteers. Twenty-two students volunteered in the ten-day sign-up period. All 
of the volunteers were contacted and invited to participate. The first 12 that were able to 
be scheduled were the ones used for data collection. 
The 12 volunteers were all males between the ages of 18 and 22. They had all 
soloed in fixed-wing aircraft, but none of them had received an FAA instrument rating. 
The mean number of flight hours for the group was 120, with a low of 30 and a high of 
180. The mean number of hours logged for the pilots in the last six months was 28. Of 
the 12, nine had a private pilot certificates and three had no certificates. Five of the pilots 
indicated that they flew PC-based flight simulator games, such as Fighting Falcon™, 
regularly. These games use HUDs for attitude reference. 
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Instrument 
The instrument used in this study was a personal computer-based program 
designed by the researcher. This program presented 139 static aircraft attitude 
representations tachistoscopically on a 14" PC CRT. The program was written in 
Borland C++™ (see Appendix C) and run in DOS 6.22™. The computer was a CTX 
486DX2-66MHz using a 600 x 480 resolution and 256 colors. Contrast was set at 
maximum and brightness at 3/4 for every trial. 
Figure 5. Physical Layout of the Equipment. 
The monitor was placed on a desk at 30 inches from the participants, and slightly 
below eye-level. A Dexxa™ fighter-style joystick was positioned on a slide-out section 
of the desk at stomach level, centered roughly between the monitor and the participant. 
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Participants sat at a chair and were asked to place the joystick at a place on the slide out 
portion of the desk which would be most comfortable to them before the test began. 
The normal lighting in the room produced a glare on the monitor, so all of the 
fluorescent bulbs but one were removed. 
Signs were posted outside of the test room to eliminate noise or interruptions. 
The images displayed on the CRT were representations of 49 different aircraft 
pitch and roll combinations displayed by one of three different types of displays: attitude 
gyro, symbolic display, pictorial display. The pictorial display was derived from 
digitized images of an F-14 model. These images were video-captured by the staff of 
Embry Riddle's Center for Instructional Development. The symbolic display and attitude 
gyro images were drawn by the researcher using a graphics package called Paint Shop 
Pro™. See Appendix E for details of image construction. 
The images used in the procedure depicted attitudes with which, due to training, 
the population was familiar. These attitudes included every combination of0°, 10°, 30°, 
and 60° degrees angle of bank (both left and right) with 0°, 15°, 45°, and 60° degrees of 
pitch attitude (nose high and nose low). 
Because of technical problems in generating the images, 137 of the possible 147 
images were useable. The potential for some limitations is recognized because of this. 
The final number of useable images were 47 attitude gyro images, 42 pictorial display 
images, and 48 symbolic display images. 
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Design 
The design for this study was a randomized blocks (repeated measures, subjects 
by treatments) within-subjects design (Shavelson, 1994). This method allowed for 
excellent control to be exercised over the sample variability between experimental 
conditions. 
A one-factor (three levels) randomized blocks (repeated measures) ANOVA was 
performed on the reaction time data while a one-way goodness of fit Chi-Square was 
performed on the error data. A Tuke HSD post-hoc procedure was used on the ANOVA 
results and a Chi-Square post-hoc procedure was used on the Chi-Square results. 
The 12 participants were divided into three groups to counterbalance the order of 
displays so that practice and sequence effects could be equated. The researcher tracked 
which participant started with which display so that equal numbers of participants would 
be assigned to the three groups. 
The instrument used in the experiment was a program designed by the researcher 
to present aircraft attitude representations tachistoscopically to the subjects on a desktop 
computer. Forty-eight, forty-seven, and forty-two representations were displayed for 
each of the three display types: symbolic display, attitude gyro, pictorial display 
respectively. 
Procedures 
At the beginning of the test, the participants were greeted by the researcher and 
asked to fill out a consent form (Appendix F). Then the researcher explained that the test 
would take 30 minutes and that the instructions would be given by the computer. The 
participants were told that they could ask questions at the end of the computer-based 
instruction, but only to clarify the task. No questions would be answered about the 
displays themselves. 
Each participant was led into a dimly lit room containing the computer, 14" 
monitor, keyboard, and joystick (Figure 5). The chair's position was marked so as to 
guarantee a consistent field-of-view. The participants were instructed by the computer to 
enter their colleague number (discrete numbers assigned to each student by ERAU). At 
this point, each participant was instructed by the computer to enter basic personal data 
such as flight experience, instrument flight experience, experience flying with a stick vice 
a yoke, time on PC-based flight simulators using a HUD display, and gender (Appendix 
D). 
The instructional program then went through a step-by-step explanation of how to 
perform the task. During this tutorial, straight and level representations of each display 
were presented so that the participants would know what to expect (Appendix D). 
When a participant began the experiment, he saw an attitude representation and 
had to manipulate a joystick to achieve a straight and level attitude from the attitude that 
was shown. This is a basic unusual attitude recovery task. When the participant was 
ready for the next representation, he initiated its representation by pulling the joystick 
trigger. Each of the representations was displayed in the exact same order within each 
type of display before the computer changed over to the next type of display. 
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The order within display type was random and determined by numbering the 
images starting with one. The researcher opened the phone book to a random page, 
picked the last two numbers of the page number, and used them as the coordinates for the 
first block of random numbers in a chart of random numbers (Gay, 1990). The numbers 
generated from the chart were used to determine the order of images within each type of 
display. 
The program required the participant to push down a button atop the joystick and 
move the joystick immediately upon viewing the attitude representation. Once the 
participant had the joystick positioned where he thought it should be to most efficiently 
"recover the aircraft" from its unusual attitude, then the button was to be released. The 
program recorded the time from when the attitude representation was completely read 
onto the CRT to the time that the button was released. This was the time to complete the 
task recorded for every trial. The program also tracked and recorded the joystick position 
for the entire time that the button was depressed by the participant. This data was 
evaluated for initial control reversals and incorrect final stick position for each trial. Any 
trials which included uncorrected control errors were removed from the time to complete 
analysis so as not to confound the results. The results were therefore in terms of time to 
complete the task and error rate for each type of display. 
To measure the two variables of interest, reaction time and error rate, the program 
was designed to record the joystick position at 45 Hz from when the image was presented 
to the time the participant pushed the thumb switch on the joystick signaling that he had 
completed the task. This data was then stored in a file under the corresponding attitude 
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and display type. This process was repeated for each of the 42 pictorial displays, the 47 
attitude gyro displays, and the 48 symbolic displays. All of this data was further stored 
under the student identification number of each of the twelve corresponding participants. 
The instructions for the participants specified that they "recover their aircraft from 
the displayed unusual attitude" by manipulating the joystick as they would in a real 
aircraft. They were further instructed to deflect the controls fully for every displayed 
attitude no matter how shallow or steep the attitude appeared to be. The purpose of this 
was to standardize the responses for all attitudes displayed. No matter what degree of roll 
to the left or what degree of pitch up, the response would always be full deflection of the 
stick to the 10:30 (between 10 o'clock and 11 o'clock) position. This also reduced the 
end stick position to one of nine places: the center, 12, 1:30, 3:00, 4:30, 6:00, 7:30, 9:00, 
or the 10:30 position. 
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Stick positions were analyzed at 45 Hz throughout their travel in order to detect 
any control reversals or incorrect stick placement. A score was assigned to each image 
for each participant of either "0" or "1". "0" meant that no error was made from the time 
the stick was put into motion to the time it was stopped at one of the nine possible 
positions. A score of" 1" meant either; the participant did not interpret the display 
correctly and made an erroneous stick input, or the participant made an erroneous input 
and corrected it to end up at the correct position (i.e., a control reversal). Some 
participants failed to react at all to some images whether they did not process it or they 
made a physical error of some sort using the joystick. Either way, it was charged as an 
error. The errors were totaled across the three types of displays for analysis. 
The reaction times analyzed were only those which corresponded to images that 
participants responded to with no errors. Reaction times to erroneous inputs are 
meaningless, so they were ignored. Unfortunately, a problem with the computer 
prevented collection of stick position data on two of the participants. This made it 
impossible to remove reaction times from erroneous inputs from the results of the two 
participants. For this reason, the two sets of reaction time data were dropped from the 
analysis. 
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The resulting useable reaction times were averaged across display type for each 
participant. This yielded three mean reaction times, one for each display type, for each of 
the ten participants. These thirty means were input into a 1-way within subjects 
randomized blocks analysis of variance (ANOVA) formula. 
The resulting mean reaction times in seconds were 2.3, 2.2, and 1.5 for attitude 
gyro, symbolic display, and pictorial display respectively across the ten participants. 
These means do differ significantly with a one-way within subjects randomized blocks 
ANOVA, F(2,18)=7.15, p=.005, conservative #(1,9) p= 025. Therefore, which display 
type is used to display aircraft attitude information significantly influences a pilot's 
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reaction time to it. An Omega Square of. 18 indicates that 18% of the variability in the 
pilot's reaction time to a displayed attitude is due to the type of display to which the pilot 
is responding. 
From looking at the means in the above graph, it appears that those who use the 
pictorial display have lower reaction times than pilots who use either of the other types of 
displays. It also appears that there is very little difference between those who use the 
symbolic display and those who use the attitude gyro. 
These apparent differences were evaluated with a Tuke HSD post-hoc procedure, 
HSD=57, p=.05. In fact, ERAU student pilots who have not yet earned their instrument 
rating have significantly lower reaction times using the pictorial display than either the 
symbolic display or the attitude gyro. There is no significant difference between students 
who use the attitude gyro and those that use the symbolic display. 
The frequencies of error rates were 208, 182, and 100 for the ERAU pilots 
exposed to the same attitudes, each represented on attitude gyro, symbolic display, and 
pictorial displays respectively. These frequencies do differ significantly using a one-way 
Chi-square goodness of fit test, Chi-Square(2)=26.77, p<.000. Thus, error rates are 
significantly related to the type of attitude indicator display used. 
From looking at the frequencies graphed on the next page, it appears as though 
pilots using the pictorial display make fewer errors than pilots using the symbolic display 
or the attitude gyro. It also appears that pilots who use the symbolic display make fewer 
errors than pilots who use the attitude gyro. 
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These apparent differences were evaluated using a one-way Chi-square post-hoc 
procedure. In fact, the pilots who use the pictorial display make significantly fewer errors 
than pilots using the symbolic display, Chi-Square(l)= 16.86, p<.000 and the attitude 
gyro, Chi-Square(l)=25.62, p<.000. Additionally, pilots who use the symbolic display 
make significantly fewer errors than those who use the attitude gyro, Chi-Square(l)=9.81, 
p=002. 
The two participants whose results were incomplete belonged to the same 
counter-balanced group. In order to ensure that practice and sequence effects were 
accounted for in the reaction time results, a second one-way within subjects randomized 
blocks ANOVA was run using all reaction times for all participants, whether or not their 
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corresponding inputs were correct. The idea behind this was that reaction times would 
remain fairly constant between responses that were correct or ones that were incorrect. 
The participants presumably took the same amount of time to process the displayed 
information regardless of whether or not the control output was correct. 
The results of this ANOVA showed that the means still differ significantly, even 
when including all reaction times F(2,22)=5.56, p= 011, conservative df(l,l1) p = .036. 
Omega Square fell to .09 indicating that only nine percent of the variability in reaction 
times is due to the type of displays used if no regard is given to whether or not 
corresponding control inputs were correct. 
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The means graphed above do not differ significantly from the means graphed in 
Figure 5. Even when including all reaction times, it appears as though the pictorial 
display produces faster reaction times than either the symbolic display or the attitude 
gyro. 
These apparent differences were evaluated with a Tuke HSD post-hoc procedure, 
HSD=.50, p=.05. The results are the same as the first ANOVA with significantly lower 
reaction times using the pictorial display than with either the symbolic display or the 
attitude gyro. There is no significant difference between students who use the attitude 
gyro and those that use the symbolic display. 
This second set of ANOVA results are presented only so that it can be noted that 
the unequal counterbalanced groups caused by the two sets of incomplete data do not 
significantly affect the results of this study. 
At the end of each test, the participants were asked their opinion of the displays. 
Though this is purely subjective, it is interesting. Of the twelve participants, ten thought 
that the pictorial display display was the easiest to use. One participant thought the 
symbolic display was easiest, and the last thought the attitude gyro was easiest. A typical 
comment from the ones that liked the pictorial display the best was that, "It was great! 
You did not even have to think about what to do!" All the participants stated that they 
had to find a strategy to key them to the correct response for the attitude gyro and 
symbolic display. They indicated that this strategy had to be held in short-term memory 
and attended to for each image if there was any hope of deciphering it. 
In summary, use of the pictorial display significantly influences performance on 
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unusual attitude recovery tasks. Those who use the pictorial display have significantly 
lower reaction times than those using either the symbolic display or the attitude gyro, 
which are no different from each other. ERAU student pilots also make significantly 
fewer errors when using the pictorial display than with the attitude gyro or symbolic 
display. Finally, error rates are significantly worse with the attitude gyro than with the 
symbolic display. These results are even more compelling when it is considered that all 
of these participants, while not having an instrument rating, did have over ten hours in 
Frasca simulators flying with sole reference to an attitude gyro. They had also logged an 
average of 122 hours of flight time in attitude gyro equipped aircraft. Though the attitude 
gyros in these aircraft are not exactly the same format as the one in this study, the 
principles and operation are identical. Even with this exposure, these subjects still 
performed significantly better on the other displays. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study provided significant data to the small pool of information available that 
compares symbolic versus pictorial displays directly without confounding variables such 
as color, display size, or variation in the numbers of redundant codes between display 
types. Having said that, the pictorial display used in this study may or may not be 
feasible to implement. There are many more issues to be addressed such as size of the 
screen, illumination, computing power required, color, incorporation of heading, terrain 
features, angle-of-attack, etc. All of these variables will alter to some extent the qualities 
that made the pictorial display outperform the other two displays. This study merely 
presents data that shows that pictorial display information is of value in aviation and that 
it should not be ignored in the design of displays. 
Implementation of this type of technology must be done carefully, and also at a 
grass roots level (primary flight training in the military). There is a tendency to resist 
change to a completely new display type for good reason. In this case, the instrument is 
the fundamental one in the cockpit. It is uncomfortable and perhaps unsafe to switch the 
entire paradigm through which pilots view the world even if the new paradigm is more 
intuitive, less cognitively demanding, and less prone to error. The only way (short of 
programming glass cockpits to present whatever display type and configuration 
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individual pilots request) to introduce such a change is at the beginning of the pipeline so 
that no paradigm shift is required. Having said this, the rest of the pipeline had better 
conform as the "new breed" progresses otherwise the consequences will be severe. 
Switching from difficult to easy is human nature, switching from easy to difficult would 
not be worth the risk. 
Another consideration is cost versus performance gain. A matter of milliseconds 
may be significant statistically, but may amount to nothing practically. In this study it 
was shown that a 700 millisecond improvement in performance can be gained by using 
this pictorial display versus the other two types of displays with roughly a 50% decrease 
in errors. It does not show that all pictorial displays will outperform all symbolic 
displays. In the context of high-performance military aircraft, these results represent a 
highly significant performance gain. Costs to commercial and general aviation probably 
do not justify a transition of this type yet because the aircraft are not agile enough for 
performance improvements on the order of 1 second to make a difference. 
As to follow-on studies, it is recommended that not only larger sample sizes are 
used, but that different populations are drawn from for similar studies. It would be 
interesting to see how high-time pilots perform or how veteran fighter pilots perform on 
such a test. Though there was no evidence of a learning curve in this study, it is 
recommended that follow-on studies train participants to a criterion level, then study 
differences in the display types. This would be most applicable to studies involving 
experienced pilots. 
The issue of pictorial displays is certainly important and deserves attention as it 
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may significantly impact aviation in the future, especially as the technology becomes 
cheaper and more accessible. Further research is encouraged in this area, especially in the 
area of an sill-attitude, outside-in pictorial display. 
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APPENDIX A 
SUMMARY OF DATA COLLECTED 
46 
The following section includes each participant's data for each image. The data is 
in order from participant one through participant twelve, and requires four pages per 
participant to present. The first page of each participant's data is a graphical summary of 
the reaction time data found in the subsequent three pages. The bar graphs may contain a 
varying number of trials because reaction times were only collected for trials with were 
correctly completed. 
Error rate information is also located on the last three pages of each participant's 
data. The column in the middle of each of these pages is headed by the word "Error" and 
a number. This number is the total number of errors committed for the display type listed 
on that page. Additionally, each image will have a score of "0" or "1" under the error 
column. "0" means no error was committed in inputting the control response appropriate 
for the displayed image. "1" means an error of some kind was made. The type of error 
made is visible adjacent to the "1". The error types are coded as follows: 
ww = "wrong way" there was a pitch reversal or a roll reversal; 
opp = "opposite" - pitch and roll were reversed; 
no react = "no reaction" - the joystick was not moved from the neutral position; 
corrected = the input was initially ww or opp, but it was corrected. 
Note that reaction times for images marked as "corrected" are included in reaction 
time results. 
Symbolic Mean = 2.47 
trials 
Figure A1. Mean reaction times for participant #1. 
Image name 
The current image is GYUL1560 PC 
The current image is GYU6010 PCX 
The current image is GYU600 PCX 
The current image is gyu6060 pcx 
The current image is gy4530 pcx 
The current image is GYL030 PCX 
The current image is GYUL4530 PC 
The current image is GY4560 PCX 
The current image is gy6030 pcx 
The current image is gyl4510 pcx 
The current image is GYUL1530 PC 
The current image is GYU150 PCX 
The current image is GYL6060 PCX 
The current image is gy060 pcx 
The current image is gyu6030 pcx 
The current image is GYOO PCX 
The current image is gy1560 pcx 
The current image is gyu1530 pcx 
The current image is gyu4560 pcx 
The current image is gyl1510 pcx 
The current image is gyl4560 pcx 
The current image is gyl060 pcx 
The current image is gyul1510 pcx 
The current image is gyu4530 pcx 
The current image is gyl1560 pcx 
The current image is gyul6030 pcx 
The current image is gy 1510 pcx 
The current image is gy1530 pcx 
The current image is gyu1560 pcx 
The current image is gyu450 pcx 
The current image is gyu1510 pcx 
The current image is gyu4510 pcx 
The current image is gy6010 pcx 
The current image is gyul4560 pcx 
The current image is gy150 pcx 
The current image is gyl6030 pcx 
The current image is gyul6060 pcx 
The current image is gyul4510 pcx 
The current image is gy600 pcx 
The current image is gy450 pcx 
The current image is gy030 pcx 
The current image is gyl1530 pcx 
The current image is gyul6010 pcx 
The current image is gy6060 pcx 
The current image is gy010 pcx 
The current image is gy4510 pcx 
The current image is gyl010 pcx 
The current image is gyl4530 pcx 
The current image is gyl6010 pcx 
RTime 
1 76 
165 
1 75 
2 91 
2 03 
1 32 
2 63 
1 59 
2 86 
2 42 
3 63 
16 
28 
1 7 
2 85 
1 48 
2 91 
2 96 
34 
1 92 
2 26 
126 
1 71 
2 25 
1 64 
33 
2 09 
1 76 
2 03 
16 
165 
165 
1 81 
22 
2 14 
2 14 
2 31 
1 7 
1 65 
1 26 
1 21 
1 81 
1 87 
3 36 
2 14 
1 98 
0 99 
1 71 
1 53 
Error 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
19 
opp 
WW 
WW 
WW 
opp 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
Mean 
2 065 
corrected 
corrected 
corrected 
corrected 
corrected 
bad 
corrected 
corrected 
WW 
corrected 
48 
Corrected RT Mean corrected 
1 76 1 956756756757 
1 75 
132 
2 63 
1 6 
1 7 
148 
2 96 
34 
1 92 
2 26 
1 26 
1 71 
2 25 
164 
33 
2 09 
1 76 
2 03 
1 6 
165 
165 
1 81 
22 
2 14 
2 31 
1 7 
165 
1 26 
1 21 
1 81 
1 87 
3 36 
2 14 
1 98 
1 71 
1 53 
Table A1 Results of trials using gyro display for participant #1 
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Image name R Tim error 13 Mean R Time Correct R Time Correct mean 
The current image is hudu60~3 pcx 2 14 
The current image is hudOO pcx 2 25 
The current image is hud600 pcx 2 74 
The current image is hud1510a pcx 2 2 
The current image is hudu6060 pcx 3 08 
The current image is hud6060a pcx 2 8 
The current image is hud060a pcx 3 24 
The current image is hudu6010 pcx 3 08 
The current image is hud060 pcx 2 2 
The current image is hud030 pcx 2 63 
The current image is hud6030a pcx 2 47 
The current image is hudu4510 pcx 2 52 
The current image is hudu60~1 pcx 1 98 
The current image is hud4560a pcx 3 84 
The current image is hud4510 pcx 2 96 
The current image is hudu4560 pcx 3 07 
The current image is hud4530a pcx 3 24 
The current image is hudu6030 pcx 2 63 
The current image is hud 1560 pcx 2 42 
The current image is hudu1560 pcx 1 65 
The current image is hud6010a pcx 2 75 
The current image is hud1530 pcx 2 03 
The current image is hudu45~2 pcx 2 47 
The current image is hud010 pcx 2 25 
The current image is hudl 50 pcx 3 4 
The current image is hud 1530a pcx 2 47 
The current image is hud6030 pcx 2 63 
The current image is hud6010 pcx 2 75 
The current image is hudu600 pcx 2 47 
The current image is hud4560 pcx 2 31 
The current image is hudu1510 pcx 2 84 
The current image is hud030a pcx 2 42 
The current image is hudu450 pcx 1 64 
The current image is hud010a pcx 2 08 
The current image is hudu15~1 pcx 2 31 
The current image is hudu15~2 pcx 3 03 
The current image is hud6060 pcx 1 81 
The current image is hudu1530 pcx 2 91 
The current image is hud 1560a pcx 2 03 
The current image is hudu45~1 pcx 1 92 
The current image is hudu60~2 pcx 2 75 
The current image is hudu1510 pcx 3 41 
The current image is hudu150 pcx 2 52 
The current image is hud450 pcx 1 54 
The current image is hudu4530 pcx 1 86 
The current image is hud4530 pcx 2 47 
The current image is hud1510 pcx 2 15 
The current image is hud4510a pcx 2 14 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
ww 2 51041667 
corrected 
opposit 
opp 
opp 
WW 
WW 
opp 
corrected 
opp 
corrected 
correceted 
WW 
2 25 
2 74 
3 08 
2 2 
2 63 
2 47 
2 52 
1 98 
3 07 
3 24 
2 63 
2 42 
1 65 
2 75 
2 03 
2 47 
2 25 
34 
2 47 
2 63 
2 75 
2 47 
2 31 
2 84 
2 42 
2 08 
2 31 
3 03 
1 81 
2 91 
2 03 
1 92 
2 75 
3 41 
2 52 
1 54 
1 86 
2 47 
2 14 
Table A2 Results of trials using symbolic display for participant #1 
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Image name R Tim Error 4 Sample mean Corrected R Tim Correct Mean 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
The current image 
is f 14010 pcx 
is f 146060 pcx 
is f 143045a pcx 
isf14u1560pcx 
is f 141560a pcx 
isf141510apcx 
isf14u1530pcx 
is f 146045 pcx 
is f 143045 pcx 
is f14u450 pcx 
is f 14030 pcx 
is f 141560 pcx 
is f14u15~1 pcx 
is f 14600 pcx 
is f 141510 pcx 
is f 146045a pcx 
is f14u60~2 pcx 
is f 146060a pcx 
isf14u100pcx 
is f 143015a pcx 
is f 14060 pcx 
is f 14450 pcx 
is f14u6030 pcx 
is f 146015 pcx 
is u1510a pcx 
isf14u15~2pcx 
is f 1400 pcx 
isf14u45~1 pcx 
is f 14010a pcx 
isf14u1510pcx 
is f 14030a pcx 
is f14u4530 pcx 
is f 146015 pcx 
isf14u60~1 pcx 
is f 14060a pcx 
is f 141530 pcx 
is f14150 pcx 
is f 141530a pcx 
is f 143015 pcx 
isf14u6010pcx 
isf14u600pcx 
2 91 
1 09 
121 
126 
0 94 
1 32 
1 21 
1 38 
1 26 
0 99 
1 16 
1 04 
1 15 
0 99 
121 
1 05 
143 
104 
1 1 
1 15 
1 1 
0 99 
1 04 
121 
1 1 
0 99 
0 94 
0 99 
1 32 
0 99 
1 15 
0 88 
1 21 
1 04 
0 82 
1 48 
1 1 
1 26 
0 98 
11 87 
3 52 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ww 1 166153846 
ww 
1 09 
121 
126 
0 94 
1 32 
1 21 
1 38 
1 26 
0 99 
1 16 
1 04 
1 15 
0 99 
1 21 
1 05 
1 43 
1 04 
1 1 
1 15 
1 1 
0 99 
1 04 
1 1 
0 99 
0 94 
0 99 
1 32 
0 99 
1 15 
0 88 
1 21 
1 04 
0 82 
1 48 
1 1 
126 
0 98 
1 117837838 
Table A3 Results of trials using pictorial display for participant #1 
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Figure A2. Mean reaction times for participant #2. 
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Image name R Time errors 9 Mean Correct means Mean correct 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image 
"The current image i 
"The current image 
"The current image i 
is f 14010 pcx" 171 0 
is f 146060 pcx" 0 99 0 
is f 143045a pcx" 1 43 0 
isf14u1560pcx" 137 0 
is f 141560a pcx" 3 71 0 
isf141510apcx" 159 0 
isf14u1530pcx" 198 0 
is f 146045 pcx" 4 07 1 corrected 
is f 143045 pcx" 6 26 1 corrected 
isf14u450pcx" 126 0 
is f 14030 pcx" 126 0 
is f 141560 pcx" 2 09 0 
isf14u15~1 pcx 165 0 
is f 14600 pcx" 0 88 0 
isf141510pcx" 116 0 
is f 146045a pcx" 1 48 0 
is f14u60~2 pcx 2 25 1 
is f 146060a pcx" 165 0 
isf14u100pcx" 0 88 0 
is f 143015a pcx" 132 1 
is f 14060 pcx" 116 0 
is f 14450 pcx" 0 93 0 
isf14u6030pcx" 103 0 
isf146015pcx" 5 72 1 
is u1510a pcx" 1 59 0 
isf14u15~2pcx 187 0 
is f1400 pcx" 1 86 0 
isf14u45~1 pcx 137 0 
isf14010apcx" 1 05 0 
isf14u6010pcx" 5 49 1 
isf14u1510pcx" 132 0 
is f 14030a pcx" 1 04 0 
is f14u4530 pcx" 1 16 0 
s f14u600 pcx" 3 85 1 
sf146015pcx" 2 59 1 
Sf14u60~1pcx 142 0 
sf14060apcx" 0 82 0 
sf141530pcx" 2 14 0 
sf14150pcx" 19 0 
sf141530a pcx" 137 0 
sf143015pcx" 2 19 1 corrected 
1 9722 
corrected 
ww 
corrected 
no react 
no react 
corrected 
1 71 
0 99 
1 43 
1 37 
3 71 
1 59 
1 98 
4 07 
6 26 
1 26 
126 
2 09 
165 
0 88 
1 16 
148 
2 25 
1 65 
0 88 
1 16 
0 93 
1 03 
5 72 
1 59 
1 87 
1 86 
1 37 
1 05 
1 32 
1 04 
1 16 
2 59 
142 
0 82 
2 14 
1 9 
1 37 
219 
1 847368421 
Table A4 Results of trials using symbolic display for participant #2 
Image Name RTime Errors 0 Correct mean 
"The current image is GYUL1560 PCX" 2 31 0 1 6993617021 
"The current image is GYU6010 PCX" 
"The current image is GYU600 PCX" 
"The current image is gyu6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gy4530 pcx" 
"The current image is GYL030 PCX" 
"The current image is GYUL4530 PCX" 
"The current image is GY4560 PCX" 
"The current image is gy6030 pcx' bad 
"The current image is gyl4510 pcx" 
"The current image is GYUL1530 PCX" 
"The current image is GYU150 PCX" 
"The current image is GYL6060 PCX" 
"The current image is gy060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu6030 pcx" 
"The current image is GY00 PCX" 
"The current image is gy1560 pcx' 
"The current image is gyu1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gy1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu450 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy6010 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gy150 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl6030 pcx" bad 
"The current image is gyul6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy600 pcx" 
"The current image is gy450 pcx" 
"The current image is gy030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6010 pcx" 
"The current image is gy6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gy010 pcx" 
"The current image is gy4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl010 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl6010 pcx" 
2 83 
2 03 
2 58 
2 31 
0 69 
1 96 
2 96 
2 86 
1 92 
1 26 
2 08 
148 
142 
1 15 
1 65 
1 47 
2 36 
1 6 
2 36 
165 
1 76 
1 54 
1 59 
143 
1 7 
1 38 
165 
1 32 
1 72 
1 54 
149 
1 76 
1 15 
2 13 
165 
0 87 
1 1 
0 83 
1 48 
1 92 
1 48 
145 
1 76 
1 1 
1 49 
1 65 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Table A5 Results of trials using gyro display for participant #2 
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Image name 
"The current image is hudu60~3 pcx" 
"The current image is hudOO pcx" 
"The current image is hud600 pcx" 
"The current image is hud1510a pcx' 
"The current image is hudu6060 pcx" 
"The current image is hud6060a pcx' 
"The current image is hud060a pcx" 
"The current image is hudu6010 pcx' 
"The current image is hud060 pcx" 
"The current image is hud030 pcx" 
"The current image is hud6030a pcx" 
"The current image is hudu4510 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu60~1 pcx" 
"The current image is hud4560a pcx" 
"The current image is hud4510 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu4560 pcx" 
"The current image is hud4530a pcx' 
"The current image is hudu6030 pcx" 
"The current image is hud1560 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu1560 pcx" 
"The current image is hud6010a pcx" 
"The current image is hud1530 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu45~2 pcx" 
"The current image is hud010 pcx" 
"The current image is hud150 pcx" 
"The current image is hud 1530a pcx" 
"The current image is hud6030 pcx" 
"The current image is hud6010 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu600 pcx" 
"The current image is hud4560 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu1510 pcx" 
"The current image is hud030a pcx" 
"The current image is hudu450 pcx" 
"The current image is hud010a pcx" 
"The current image is hudu15~1 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu15~2 pcx" 
"The current image is hud6060 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu1530 pcx" 
"The current image is hud 1560a pcx" 
"The current image is hudu45~1 pcx' 
"The current image is hudu60~2 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu1510 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu150 pcx" 
"The current image is hud450 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu4530 pcx" 
"The current image is hud4530 pcx" 
"The current image is hud1510 pcx' 
"The current image is hud4510a pcx" 
R Time Errors 
6 32 
2 97 
2 03 
1 53 
2 42 
2 64 
22 
3 31 
2 93 
2 58 
2 25 
2 53 
2 14 
2 63 
1 81 
2 14 
2 39 
1 54 
1 64 
2 14 
2 09 
1 6 
1 82 
165 
1 48 
1 38 
1 76 
219 
1 32 
2 86 
22 
0 93 
1 98 
1 42 
1 87 
1 07 
1 75 
1 6 
2 09 
1 76 
1 37 
2 28 
1 26 
1 48 
16 
1 86 
2 86 
1 75 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
no react 
corrected 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
opp 
corected 
WW 
corrected 
corrected 
Mean Correct R 
2 071 2 97 
2 03 
2 64 
22 
2 25 
2 14 
2 63 
2 14 
2 39 
1 54 
1 64 
2 14 
2 09 
16 
1 82 
1 65 
148 
1 38 
1 76 
2 19 
1 32 
2 86 
22 
0 93 
1 98 
1 42 
1 87 
1 07 
1 75 
1 6 
2 09 
1 76 
1 37 
2 28 
126 
148 
1 6 
1 86 
2 86 
1 75 
1 89975 
Table A6 Results of trials using symbolic display for participant #2 
Symbolic mean = 1.51 
trials 
55 
Pictorial mean = 1.40 
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Figure A3. Mean reaction times for participant #3. 
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Image name R Time Error 34 HUD mean Correct R times Correct Mean 
"The current image is hudu60~3 pcx 
"The current image is hudOO pcx" 
"The current image is hud600 pcx" 
"The current image is hud1510a pcx 
"The current image is hudu6060 pcx 
"The current image is hud6060a pcx 
"The current image is hud060a pcx" 
"The current image is hudu6010 pcx 
"The current image is hud060 pcx" 
"The current image is hud030 pcx' 
"The current image is hud6030a pcx 
"The current image is hudu4510 pcx 
"The current image is hudu60~1 pcx 
"The current image is hud4560a pcx 
"The current image is hud4510 pcx' 
"The current image is hudu4560 pcx 
"The current image is hud4530a pcx 
"The current image is hudu6030 pcx 
"The current image is hud 1560 pcx' 
"The current image is hudu1560 pcx 
"The current image is hud6010a pcx 
"The current image is hud 1530 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu45~2 pcx 
"The current image is hud010 pcx" 
"The current image is hud 150 pcx' 
"The current image is hud 1530a pcx 
"The current image is hud6030 pcx" 
"The current image is hud6010 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu600 pcx" 
"The current image is hud4560 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu1510 pcx 
"The current image is hud030a pcx" 
"The current image is hudu450 pcx" 
"The current image is hud010a pcx" 
"The current image is hudu15~1 pcx 
"The current image is hudu15~2 pcx 
"The current image is hud6060 pcx" 
"The cuirent image is hudu1530 pcx 
"The current image is hud 1560a pcx 
"The current image is hudu45~1 pcx 
"The current image is hudu60~2 pcx 
"The current image is hudu1510 pcx 
"The current image is hudu150 pcx" 
"The current image is hud450 pcx' 
"The current image is hudu4530 pcx 
"The current image is hud4530 pcx" 
"The current image is hud 1510 pcx' 
"The current image is hud4510a pcx 
2 53 
1 94 
0 93 
1 43 
1 43 
143 
0 99 
0 89 
09 
0 88 
1 15 
0 91 
1 32 
09 
0 82 
0 99 
1 93 
0 99 
1 05 
0 88 
1 21 
0 99 
0 23 
0 99 
0 99 
1 04 
1 1 
34 
1 26 
1 05 
3 01 
1 59 
1 09 
1 32 
0 88 
1 94 
1 04 
1 15 
1 48 
1 13 
165 
1 2 
0 88 
0 46 
1 16 
1 05 
1 21 
1 76 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
no res 
WW 
WW 
opp 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
opp 
WW 
WW 
WW 
opp 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
opp 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
opp 
1 261458 2 53 
194 
143 
0 99 
0 9 
0 88 
1 15 
1 32 
0 99 
3 4 
1 26 
105 
1 59 
1 65 
1 505714286 
Table A7 Results of trials using symbolic display for participant #3 
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Image name 
"The current image is f146060.pcx" 
"The current image is f143045a.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u1560.pcx" 
"The current image is f141560a.pcx" 
"The current image is f141510a.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u1530.pcx" 
"The current image is f146045.pcx" 
"The current image is f143045.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u450.pcx" 
"The current image is f14030.pcx" 
"The current image is f141560.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u15~1.pcx" 
"The current image is f14600.pcx" 
"The current image is f141510.pcx" 
"The current image is f146045a.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u60~2.pcx" 
"The current image is f146060a.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u100.pcx" 
"The current image is f143015a.pcx" 
"The current image is f14060.pcx" 
"The current image is f14450.pcx" 
'The current image is f14u6030.pcx" 
"The current image is f146015.pcx" 
"The current image is u1510a.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u15~2.pcx" 
"The current image is f1400.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u45~1.pcx" 
"The current image is f14010a.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u6010.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u1510.pcx" 
"The current image is f14030a.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u4530.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u600.pcx" 
"The current image is f146015.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u60~1.pcx" 
"The current image is f14060a.pcx" 
"The current image is f141530.pcx" 
"The current image is f14150.pcx" 
"The current image is f141530a.pcx" 
"The current image is f143015.pcx" 
R Times Errors 6 F14 r 
1.38 
1.04 
1.76 
1.37 
1.43 
1.37 
1.15 
1.21 
1.26 
1.48 
1.48 
1.43 
0.99 
1.54 
1.26 
1.48 
2.19 
1.98 
2.41 
1.16 
0.98 
1.93 
1.54 
1.53 
2.37 
1.84 
1.48 
1.43 
2.25 
1.27 
1.21 
1.27 
0.77 
1.32 
1.05 
0.94 
1.15 
0.99 
1.43 
0.73 
0 
nean Correct R Time Correct mear 
1 ww 1.42125 1.38 1.40457143 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
1 no react 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1.76 
1.37 
1.43 
1.37 
1.15 
1.21 
1.26 
1.48 
1.48 
0.99 
1.54 
1.26 
1.48 
2.19 
1.98 
2.41 
1.16 
0.98 
1.93 
1.53 
2.37 
1.84 
1.48 
1.27 
1.21 
1.27 
0.77 
1.32 
1.05 
0.94 
1.15 
0.99 
1.43 
0.73 
Table A8. Results of trials using pictorial display for participant #3. 
58 
Image name 
"The current image is GYUL1560 PCX 
"The current image is GYU6010 PCX" 
"The current image is GYU600 PCX" 
"The current image is gyu6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gy4530 pcx" 
"The current image is GYL030 PCX" 
"The current image is GYUL4530 PCX 
"The current image is GY4560 PCX" 
"The current image is gy6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4510 pcx" 
"The current image is GYUL1530 PCX 
"The current image is GYU150 PCX" 
"The current image is GYL6060 PCX" 
"The current image is gy060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu6030 pcx" 
"The current image is GYOO PCX" 
"The current image is gy1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gy 1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu450 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy6010 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gy150 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy600 pcx" 
"The current image is gy450 pcx" 
"The current image is gy030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6010 pcx" 
"The current image is gy6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gy010 pcx" 
"The current image is gy4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl010 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4530 pcx" 
"The current image is gy 16010 pcx" 
R Time Errors 
2 25 
2 36 
1 64 
1 59 
3 17 
1 1 
1 59 
123 
2 03 
2 03 
2 91 
1 31 
3 77 
1 21 
2 79 
1 54 
2 25 
1 76 
2 85 
0 82 
2 64 
126 
165 
2 36 
1 2 
2 42 
1 54 
148 
22 
3 07 
1 7 
2 36 
2 14 
2 81 
1 32 
2 65 
1 32 
1 48 
1 9 
1 81 
0 95 
148 
1 38 
1 49 
1 59 
1 93 
0 99 
1 31 
1 04 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
10 
WW 
WW 
bad 
corrected 
WW 
corrected 
corrected 
bad 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
Mean Correct R time Correct mean 
1 87082 2 36 1 89794872 
1 64 
1 59 
3 17 
1 59 
123 
2 03 
2 91 
1 31 
3 77 
121 
2 79 
1 54 
2 25 
1 76 
2 85 
0 82 
126 
1 65 
2 36 
12 
2 42 
1 54 
1 48 
2 2 
3 07 
1 7 
2 36 
2 14 
2 81 
1 32 
1 32 
1 9 
1 81 
0 95 
148 
1 93 
0 99 
1 31 
Table A9 Results of trials using gyro display for participant #3 
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60 
Image name R Tim Errors 6 Mean Correct R T Correct me 
"The current image is GYUL1560 PCX 
"The current image is GYU6010 PCX" 
"The current image is GYU600 PCX" 
"The current image is gyu6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gy4530 pcx" 
"The current image is GYL030 PCX" 
"The current image is GYUL4530 PCX 
"The current image is GY4560 PCX" 
"The current image is gy6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4510 pcx" 
"The current image is GYUL1530 PCX 
"The current image is GYU150 PCX" 
"The current image is GYL6060 PCX" 
"The current image is gy060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu6030 pcx" 
"The current image is GY00 PCX" 
"The current image is gy1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gy1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu450 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy6010 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gy150 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy600 pcx" 
"The current image is gy450 pcx" 
"The current image is gy030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6010 pcx" 
"The current image is gy6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gy010 pcx" 
"The current image is gy4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl010 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl6010 pcx" 
2 
2 09 
176 
23 
44 
126 
22 
2 31 
1 93 
2 31 
23 
1 87 
2 74 
28 
2 81 
1 87 
1 87 
2 26 
2 75 
2 14 
3 35 
149 
1 87 
2 91 
2 47 
3 08 
2 58 
2 25 
1 82 
2 64 
0 98 
1 74 
2 59 
2 03 
2 04 
2 25 
2 47 
1 65 
1 98 
147 
1 54 
2 69 
2 41 
2 85 
1 21 
2 14 
1 52 
2 74 
2 25 
1 WW 't 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
bad 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
bad 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 224 2 09 
1 76 
23 
44 
126 
22 
2 31 
2 31 
23 
1 87 
2 74 
2 81 
1 87 
1 87 
2 26 
2 14 
3 35 
1 49 
1 87 
2 91 
2 47 
3 08 
2 58 
2 25 
1 82 
2 64 
0 98 
1 74 
2 59 
2 03 
2 04 
2 47 
1 98 
147 
1 54 
2 69 
2 41 
2 85 
1 21 
2 14 
1 52 
2 74 
2 25 
2 2232558 
Table A10 Results of trials using gyro displays for participant #4 
61 
Image name 
"The current image is hudu60~3 pc 
"The current image is hudOO pcx" 
"The current image is hud600 pcx" 
"The current image is hud1510a pc 
"The current image is hudu6060 pc 
"The current image is hud6060a pc 
"The current image is hud060a pcx 
"The current image is hudu6010 pc 
"The current image is hud060 pcx" 
"The current image is hud030 pcx" 
"The current image is hud6030a pc 
"The current image is hudu4510 pc 
"The current image is hudu60~1 pc 
"The current image is hud4560a pc 
"The current image is hud4510 pcx 
"The current image is hudu4560 pc 
"The current image is hud4530a pc 
"The current image is hudu6030 pc 
"The current image is hud1560 pcx 
"The current image is hudu1560 pc 
"The current image is hud6010a pc 
"The current image is hud1530 pcx 
"The current image is hudu45~2 pc 
"The current image is hud010 pcx" 
"The current image is hud150 pcx" 
"The current image is hud1530a pc 
"The current image is hud6030 pcx 
'The current image is hud6010 pcx 
"The current image is hudu600 pcx 
"The current image is hud4560 pcx 
"The current image is hudu1510 pc 
"The current image is hud030a pcx 
"The current image is hudu450 pcx 
"The current image is hud010a pcx 
"The current image is hudu15~1 pc 
"The current image is hudu15~2 pc 
"The current image is hud6060 pcx 
"The current image is hudu1530 pc 
"The current image is hud1560a pc 
"The current image is hudu45~1 pc 
"The current image is hudu60~2 pc 
"The current image is hudu1510 pc 
"The current image is hudu150 pcx 
"The current image is hud450 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu4530 pc 
"The current image is hud4530 pcx 
The current image is hud1510 pcx 
The current image is hud4510a pcx 
R Time Errors 
2 82 
1 34 
0 93 
2 31 
2 25 
2 14 
1 64 
2 09 
1 32 
141 
2 59 
1 86 
2 15 
1 33 
2 
2 47 
2 97 
2 26 
2 74 
2 41 
1 92 
1 59 
1 71 
109 
1 87 
2 69 
2 53 
2 47 
1 65 
2 58 
1 76 
2 17 
1 97 
103 
1 63 
2 03 
22 
1 98 
1 6 
2 74 
1 05 
2 09 
1 71 
1 82 
2 47 
1 76 
2 09 
1 87 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
14 
WW 
WW 
corrected 
WW 
corrected 
corrected 
WW 
no react 
corrected 
corrected 
WW 
no react 
WW 
WW 
Mean Correct R Time Correct Mean 
2 174 2 82 
1 34 
0 93 
2 31 
164 
2 09 
1 32 
141 
2 59 
1 86 
2 15 
1 33 
2 47 
2 97 
2 26 
2 41 
1 59 
1 71 
1 09 
1 87 
2 69 
2 53 
2 47 
165 
2 58 
1 76 
1 97 
163 
2 03 
22 
2 74 
1 05 
2 09 
1 71 
1 82 
2 47 
1 76 
2 09 
1 87 
1 981282051 
Table A11 Results of trials using symbolic displays for participant #4 
62 
Image name R Time Errors 13 Mean Correct R Time Correct Mean 
"The current image is f14010 pcx" 
"The current image is f 146060 pcx" 
"The current image is f 143045a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u1560 pcx" 
"The current image is f141560a pcx" 
"The current image is f141510a pcx' 
"The current image is f14u1530 pcx" 
"The current image is f146045 pcx' 
"The current image is f 143045 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u450 pcx' 
"The current image is f 14030 pcx" 
"The current image is f141560 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u15~1 pcx 
"The current image is f 14600 pcx" 
"The current image is f141510 pcx' 
"The current image is f 146045a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u60~2 pcx 
"The current image is f 146060a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u100 pcx' 
"The current image is f143015a pcx" 
"The current image is f 14060 pcx" 
"The current image is f 14450 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u6030 pcx' 
"The current image is f146015 pcx" 
"The current image is u1510a pcx' 
"The current image is f14u15~2 pcx 
"The current image is f1400 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u45~1 pcx 
"The current image is f14010a pcx' 
"The current image is f14u6010 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u1510 pcx' 
"The current image is f 14030a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u4530 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u600 pcx" 
"The current image is f146015 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u60~1 pcx 
"The current image is f 14060a pcx' 
"The current image is f141530 pcx" 
"The current image is f14150 pcx' 
"The current image is f141530a pcx" 
"The current image is f143015 pcx' 
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147 
1 49 
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1 37 
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1 37 
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1 27 
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1 26 
2 52 
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1 72 
3 23 
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1 91 
1 87 
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1 92 
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0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
ww 1 7924 
WW 
WW 
corrected 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
no react 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
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149 
1 37 
1 2 
1 15 
219 
1 37 
1 54 
2 06 
127 
1 54 
2 25 
2 47 
1 32 
1 74 
143 
1 54 
2 41 
1 1 
1 54 
2 14 
126 
1 33 
0 88 
1 72 
1 91 
1 87 
1 65 
1 7 
1 617586207 
Table A12 Results of trials using pictorial displays for participant #4 
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Figure A5. Mean reaction times for participant #5. 
Image name R Time Mean R Time 
"The current image is GYUL1560 PCX 6 6 3 608297872 
"The current image is GYU6010 PCX" 3 63 
"The current image is GYU600 PCX" 3 59 
"The current image is gyu6060 pcx" 3 08 
"The current image is gy4530 pcx" 3 68 
"The current image is GYL030 PCX" 2 09 
"The current image is GYUL4530 PCX 2 64 
"The current image is GY4560 PCX" 2 85 
"The current image is gy6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gy 14510 pcx" 2 2 
"The current image is GYUL1530 PCX 2 91 
"The current image is GYU150 PCX" 1 32 
"The current image is GYL6060 PCX" 3 29 
"The current image is gy060 pcx" 3 95 
"The current image is gyu6030 pcx" 3 9 
"The current image is GY00 PCX" 1 04 
"The current image is gy 1560 pcx" 3 63 
"The current image is gyu1530 pcx" 3 37 
"The current image is gyu4560 pcx" 4 01 
"The current image is gy 11510 pcx" 5 
"The current image is gyl4560 pcx" 4 4 
"The current image is gyl060 pcx" 0 98 
"The current image is gyuM 510 pcx" 2 69 
"The current image is gyu4530 pcx" 4 72 
"The current image is gyl1560 pcx" 3 62 
"The current image is gyul6030 pcx" 4 64 
"The current image is gy1510 pcx" 3 46 
"The current image is gy1530 pcx" 3 73 
"The current image is gyul 560 pcx' 2 91 
"The current image is gyu450 pcx" 2 36 
"The current image is gyu1510 pcx" 2 64 
"The current image is gyu4510 pcx" 5 42 
"The current image is gy6010 pcx" 4 34 
"The current image is gyul4560 pcx" 3 51 
"The current image is gy150 pcx" 3 08 
"The current image is gyl6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6060 pcx" 2 85 
"The current image is gyul4510 pcx" 4 3 
"The current image is gy600 pcx" 4 67 
"The current image is gy450 pcx" 4 95 
"The current image is gy030 pcx" 0 82 
"The current image is gyll 530 pcx" 4 67 
"The current image is gyul6010 pcx" 4 17 
"The current image is gy6060 pcx" 7 26 
"The current image is gy010 pcx" 3 18 
"The current image is gy4510 pcx" 4 07 
"The current image is gyl010 pcx" 2 91 
"The current image is gyl4530 pcx" 5 62 
"The current image is gyl6010 pcx" 4 84 
Table A13 Results of trials using gyro displays for participant #5 
Image name R Time Mean R Time 
"The current image is hudu60~3 pcx" 5 28 4 228333333 
"The current image is hudOO pcx" 4 99 
"The current image is hud600 pcx" 4 56 
"The current image is hudl51 Oa pcx" 3 63 
"The current image is hudu6060 pcx' 4 34 
"The current image is hud6060a pcx" 6 31 
"The current image is hud060a pcx" 4 34 
"The current image is hudu6010 pcx" 4 17 
"The current image is hud060 pcx" 3 79 
"The current image is hud030 pcx" 5 16 
"The current image is hud6030a pcx" 5 6 
"The current image is hudu4510 pcx" 5 22 
"The current image is hudu60~1 pcx" 3 55 
"The current image is hud4560a pcx" 3 18 
"The current image is hud4510 pcx" 5 23 
"The current image is hudu4560 pcx" 4 78 
"The current image is hud4530a pcx" 4 01 
"The current image is hudu6030 pcx" 4 99 
"The current image is hud1560 pcx" 2 85 
"The current image is hudu1560 pcx" 4 45 
"The current image is hud6010a pcx" 3 73 
"The current image is hud 1530 pcx" 2 19 
"The current image is hudu45~2 pcx" 3 3 
"The current image is hud010 pcx" 5 92 
"The current image is hud150 pcx" 3 68 
"The current image is hud 1530a pcx" 5 28 
"The current image is hud6030 pcx" 4 12 
"The current image is hud6010 pcx" 5 05 
"The current image is hudu600 pcx" 4 
"The current image is hud4560 pcx' 4 45 
"The current image is hudu1510 pcx" 5 88 
"The current image is hud030a pcx" 3 46 
"The current image is hudu450 pcx" 3 9 
"The current image is hud010a pcx" 4 06 
"The current image is hudu15~1 pcx" 3 4 
"The current image is hudu15~2 pcx" 4 29 
"The current image is hud6060 pcx" 5 65 
"The current image is hudu1530 pcx" 2 97 
"The current image is hud1560a pcx" 4 95 
"The current image is hudu45~1 pcx" 0 82 
"The current image is hudu60~2 pcx" 3 3 
"The current image is hudu1510 pcx" 4 01 
"The current image is hudu150 pcx" 3 63 
"The current image is hud450 pcx" 3 96 
"The current image is hudu4530 pcx" 5 
"The current image is hud4530 pcx" 4 07 
"The current image is hud1510 pcx" 3 62 
"The current image is hud4510a pcx" 3 84 
Table A14 Results of trials using symbolic displays for participant #5 
Image name R Time Mean R Time 
"The current image is f14010 pcx" 6 21 3 0376 
"The current image is f 146060 pcx" 5 4 
"The current image is f 143045a pcx" 4 67 
"The current image is f14u1560 pcx" 2 53 
"The current image is f141560a pcx" 2 96 
"The current image is f141510a pcx" 3 95 
"The current image is f14u1530 pcx" 3 85 
"The current image is f 146045 pcx" 4 12 
"The current image is f 143045 pcx" 4 23 
"The current image is f14u450 pcx" 2 47 
"The current image is f 14030 pcx" 3 19 
"The current image is f141560 pcx" 3 51 
"The current image is f14u15~1 pcx 3 18 
"The current image is f 14600 pcx" 2 25 
"The current image is f141510 pcx" 2 96 
"The current image is f 146045a pcx" 2 25 
"The current image is f14u60~2 pcx 2 86 
"The current image is f 146060a pcx" 3 29 
"The current image is f14u100 pcx" 2 53 
"The current image is f143015a pcx" 2 8 
"The current image is f 14060 pcx" 2 03 
"The current image is f 14450 pcx" 1 93 
"The current image is f14u6030 pcx" 2 91 
"The current image is f146015 pcx" 3 21 
"The current image is u1510a pcx" 2 04 
"The current image is f14u15~2 pcx 2 2 
"The current image is f1400 pcx" 1 16 
"The current image is f14u45~1 pcx 2 42 
"The current image is f14010a pcx" 2 03 
"The current image is f14u6010 pcx" 3 32 
"The current image is f14u1510 pcx" 3 5 
"The current image is f 14030a pcx" 2 2 
"The current image is f14u4530 pcx" 2 97 
"The current image is f14u600 pcx" 1 98 
"The current image is f146015 pcx" 3 85 
"The current image is f14u60~1 pcx 2 97 
"The current image is f 14060a pcx" 2 69 
"The current image is f141530 pcx" 2 31 
"The current image is f14150 pcx" 1 87 
"The current image is f141530a pcx" 4 61 
"The current image is f143015 pcx" 3 13 
Table A15 Results of trials using pictorial displays for participant #5 
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Image name R Time Errors 9 Mean Correct R Tim Correct Mean 
"The current image is f14010 pcx" 1 no react 2 039 2 26 1 983125 
"The current image is f 146060 pcx" 2 25 1 ww 176 
"The current image is f 143045a pc 2 26 0 1 81 
"The current image is f 14u1560 pc 1 53 1 ww 2 31 
"The current image is f141560a pc 1 76 0 2 25 
"The current image is f141510a pc 1 81 0 1 87 
"The current image is f14u1530 pc 2 03 1 ww 1 49 
"The current image is f 146045 pcx" 2 31 0 2 36 
"The current image is f 143045 pcx" 2 25 0 1 98 
"The current image is f14u450 pcx" 1 87 0 1 71 
"The current image is f 14030 pcx" 1 49 0 3 24 
"The current image is f141560 pcx" 2 36 0 1 81 
"The current image is f14u15-1 pc 1 87 1 ww 2 09 
"The current image is f 14600 pcx" 1 98 0 1 06 
"The current image is f141510 pcx" 1 71 0 2 63 
"The current image is f 146045a pc 3 24 0 2 19 
"The current image is f14u60~2 pc 1 81 0 3 16 
"The current image is f 146060a pc 2 09 0 2 09 
"The current image is f14u100 pcx" 1 06 0 1 82 
"The current image is f 143015a pc 2 63 0 2 74 
"The current image is f 14060 pcx" 1 98 1 ww 1 26 
"The current image is f 14450 pcx" 2 19 0 1 65 
"The current image is f14u6030 pc 3 16 0 11 
"The current image is f146015 pcx" 2 09 0 1 87 
"The current image is u1510a pcx" 1 81 1 ww 1 43 
"The current image is f14u15~2 pc 1 7 1 ww 2 14 
"The current image is f1400 pcx" 1 82 0 1 71 
"The current image is f14u45~1 pc 2 74 0 1 32 
"The current image is f 14010a pcx" 1 26 0 2 75 
"The current image is f14u6010 pc 4 94 1 no react 1 97 
"The current image is f14u1510 pc 1 65 0 2 31 
"The current image is f 14030a pcx" 1 1 0 1 32 
"The current image is f14u4530 pc 1 87 0 
"The current image is f14u600 pcx" 1 43 0 
"The current image is f146015 pcx" 214 0 
"The current image is f14u60~1 pc 1 71 0 
"The current image is f14060a pcx" 1 32 0 
"The current image is M41530 pcx" 2 75 0 
"The current image is f14150 pcx" 1 97 0 
"The current image is f141530a pc 2 31 0 
"The current image is f143015 pcx" 1 32 0 
Table A16 Results of trials using pictorial displays for participant #6 
69 
Image name R Time Errors 23 Mean Correct R Time Correct Mean 
"The current image is GYUL1560 PC 8 84 1 ww 4 157 4 52 3 554583333 
"The current image is GYU6010 PCX" 7 36 1 opp 4 17 
"The current image is GYU600 PCX" 3 68 1 no react 4 07 
"The current image is gyu6060 pcx" 5 34 1 opp 5 98 
"The current image is gy4530 pcx" 8 73 1 ww 2 14 
"The current image is GYL030 PCX" 4 52 0 3 13 
"The current image is GYUL4530 PC 2 91 1 ww 2 75 
"The current image is GY4560 PCX" 4 17 0 3 68 
"The current image is gy6030 pcx" 4 07 bad 2 96 
"The current image is gyl4510 pcx" 2 11 1 ww 6 6 
"The current image is GYUL1530 PC 3 84 1 opp 14 83 
"The current image is GYU150 PCX" 4 07 0 3 41 
"The current image is GYL6060 PCX" 4 18 1 ww 4 01 
"The current image is gy060 pcx" 3 29 1 ww 2 36 
"The current image is gyu6030 pcx" 5 98 0 1 92 
"The current image is GY00 PCX" 2 14 0 1 64 
"The current image is gy 1560 pcx" 3 13 0 17 
"The current image is gyu1530 pcx" 2 75 0 1 92 
"The current image is gyu4560 pcx" 3 68 0 2 5 
"The current image is gyl1510 pcx" 2 96 0 1 81 
"The current image is gyl4560 pcx" 3 63 1 ww 1 71 
"The current image is gyl060 pcx" 6 6 0 2 36 
"The current image is gyuM 510 pcx" 14 83 0 2 03 
"The current image is gyu4530 pcx" 9 12 1 no react 3 11 
"The current image is gyll 560 pcx" 7 03 1 no react 
"The current image is gyul6030 pcx" 10 65 1 no react 
"The current image is gy1510 pcx" 4 45 1 ww 
"The current image is gy 1530 pcx" 3 41 0 
"The current image is gyul560 pcx' 4 01 0 
"The current image is gyu450 pcx" 2 36 0 
"The current image is gyu1510 pcx" 1 92 0 
"The current image is gyu4510 pcx" 1 64 0 
"The current image is gy6010 pcx" 2 91 1 ww 
"The current image is gyul4560 pcx" 1 92 1 ww 
"The current image is gy150 pcx" 1 7 0 
"The current image is gyl6030 pcx" 1 92 bad 
"The current image is gyul6060 pcx" 2 36 1 ww 
"The current image is gyul4510 pcx" 3 74 1 ww 
"The current image is gy600 pcx" 1 92 0 
"The current image is gy450 pcx" 2 5 0 
"The current image is gy030 pcx" 1 65 1 ww 
"The current image is gyl1530 pcx' 1 81 0 
"The current image is gyul6010 pcx" 171 0 
"The current image is gy6060 pcx" 2 25 1 ww 
"The current image is gy010 pcx" 2 36 0 
"The current image is gy4510 pcx" 2 38 1 ww 
"The current image is gyl010 pcx" 2 03 0 
"The current image is gyl4530 pcx" 3 11 0 
"The current image is gyl6010 pcx" 10 1 ww 
Table A17 Results of trials using gyro displays for participant #6 
70 
Image name RTime Errors 31 Mean Correct R Time Correct Mean 
"The current image is hudu60~3 pc 1 41 1 ww 1 867 4 29 2 109411765 
"The current image is hudOO pcx" 2 91 1 ww 2 53 
"The current image is hud600 pcx" 4 29 0 2 15 
"The current image is hudl 510a pc 3 5 1 2 22 
"The current image is hudu6060 pc 2 36 1 ww 2 09 
"The current image is hud6060a pc 1 8 1 ww 2 04 
"The current image is hud060a pcx" 2 53 0 2 58 
"The current image is hudu6010 pc 215 0 1 37 
"The current image is hud060 pcx" 2 22 0 116 
"The current image is hud030 pcx" 2 09 0 17 
"The current image is hud6030a pc 1 48 1 ww 1 87 
"The current image is hudu4510 pc 1 65 1 opp 2 12 
"The current image is hudu60~1 pc 0 67 1 ww 1 81 
"The current image is hud4560a pc 1 76 1 ww 2 1 
"The current image is hud4510 pcx" 1 32 1 ww 1 98 
"The current image is hudu4560 pc 3 52 1 ww 1 82 
"The current image is hud4530a pc 2 04 0 2 03 
"The current image is hudu6030 pc 
"The current image is hud 1560 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu1560 pc 
"The current image is hud6010a pc 
"The current image is hud1530 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu45~2 pc 
"The current image is hud010 pcx" 
"The current image is hud150 pcx" 
"The current image is hud 1530a pc 
"The current image is hud6030 pcx" 
"The current image is hud6010 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu600 pcx" 
"The current image is hud4560 pcx' 
"The current image is hudu1510 pc 
"The current image is hud030a pcx" 
"The current image is hudu450 pcx" 
"The current image is hud010a pcx" 
"The current image is hudu15~1 pc 
"The current image is hudu15~2 pc 
"The current image is hud6060 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu1530 pc 
"The current image is hud 1560a pc 
"The current image is hudu45~1 pc 
"The current image is hudu60~2 pc 
"The current image is hudu1510 pc 
"The current image is hudu150 pcx" 
"The current image is hud450 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu4530 pc 
"The current image is hud4530 pcx" 
"The current image is hud1510 pcx" 
"The current image is hud4510a pc 
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Table A18 Results of trials using symbolic displays for participant #6 
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Image Name R Time Errors 14 Mean Correct R Tim Correct mean 
"The current image is f14010 pcx" 
"The current image is f 146060 pcx" 
"The current image is f 143045a pcx 
"The current image is f14u1560 pcx 
"The current image is f141560a pcx 
"The current image is f141510a pcx 
"The current image is f14u1530 pcx 
"The current image is f 146045 pcx" 
"The current image is f143045 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u450 pcx" 
"The current image is f14030 pcx" 
"The current image is f141560 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u15~1 pcx 
"The current image is f 14600 pcx" 
"The current image is M41510 pcx" 
"The current image is f146045a pcx 
"The current image is f14u60~2 pcx 
"The current image is f146060a pcx 
"The current image is f14u100 pcx" 
"The current image is f143015a pcx 
"The current image is f 14060 pcx" 
"The current image is f14450 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u6030 pcx 
"The current image is f146015 pcx" 
"The current image is u1510a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u15~2 pcx 
"The current image is f14u45~1 pcx 
"The current image is f14010a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u6010 pcx 
"The current image is f14u1510 pcx 
"The current image is f14030a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u4530 pcx 
"The current image is f14u600 pcx" 
"The current image is M46015 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u60~1 pcx 
"The current image is f 14060a pcx" 
"The current image is f141530 pcx" 
"The current image is f14150 pcx" 
"The current image is f141530a pcx 
"The current image is f143015 pcx" 
"The current image is f1400 pcx" 
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Table A19 Results of trials using pictorial displays for participant #7 
73 
Image Name R Tim Errors 25 Mean Correct R Time Correct Mean 
"The current image is GYUL1560 PC 17 1 corrected 2 98521 17 2 329545455 
"The current image is GYU6010 PCX" 1 81 1 ww 1 59 
"The current image is GYU600 PCX" 1 59 0 1 87 
"The current image is gyu6060 pcx" 1 98 1 ww 1 26 
"The current image is gy4530 pcx" 1 87 0 1 37 
"The current image is GYL030 PCX" 1 26 0 121 
"The current image is GYUL4530 PC 1 7 1 ww 1 76 
"The current image is GY4560 PCX" 1 76 1 ww 115 
"The current image is gy6030 pcx" 1 37 bad 2 54 
"The current image is gyl4510 pcx" 2 42 1 ww 0 88 
"The current image is GYUL1530 PC 1 37 0 1 64 
"The current image is GYU150 PCX" 1 21 0 1 37 
"The current image is GYL6060 PCX" 1 76 0 1 73 
"The current image is gy060 pcx" 115 0 2 21 
"The current image is gyu6030 pcx" 2 54 0 7 3 
"The current image is GY00 PCX" 0 88 0 3 35 
"The current image is gy1560 pcx" 1 64 0 4 78 
"The current image is gyu1530 pcx" 1 65 1 ww 2 44 
"The current image is gyu4560 pcx" 2 41 1 ww 1 98 
"The current image is gyll510 pcx" 118 1 ww 17 
"The current image is gyl4560 pcx" 1 75 1 ww 4 89 
"The current image is gyl060 pcx" 1 37 0 2 53 
"The current image is gyul1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gy1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu450 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1510 pcx' 
"The current image is gyu4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy6010 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gy150 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy600 pcx" 
"The current image is gy450 pcx" 
"The current image is gy030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6010 pcx" 
"The current image is gy6060 pcx" 
The current image is gy010 pcx 
The current image is gy4510 pcx 
The current image is gyl010 pcx 
The current image is gyl4530 pcx 
The current image is gyl6010 pcx 
"The current image is gyul6030 pcx" 
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Table A20 Results of trials using gyro displays for participant #7 
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File Name 
The current image is hudu60~3 pc 
The current image is hudOO pcx 
The current image is hud600 pcx 
The current image is hud1510a pc 
The current image is hudu6060 pc 
The current image is hud6060a pc 
The current image is hud060a pcx 
The current image is hudu6010 pc 
The current image is hud060 pcx 
The current image is hud030 pcx 
The current image is hud6030a pc 
The current image is hudu4510 pc 
The current image is hudu60-1 pc 
The current image is hud4560a pc 
The current image is hud4510 pcx 
The current image is hudu4560 pc 
The current image is hud4530a pc 
The current image is hudu6030 pc 
The current image is hud1560 pcx 
The current image is hudu1560 pc 
The current image is hud6010a pc 
The current image is hud1530 pcx 
The current image is hudu45~2 pc 
The current image is hud010 pcx 
The current image is hud150 pcx 
The current image is hud 1530a pc 
The current image is hud6030 pcx 
The current image is hud6010 pcx 
The current image is hudu600 pcx 
The current image is hud4560 pcx 
The current image is hudu1510 pc 
The current image is hud030a pcx 
The current image is hudu450 pcx 
The current image is hud010a pcx 
The current image is hudu15~1 pc 
The current image is hudu15~2 pc 
The current image is hud6060 pcx 
The current image is hudu1530 pc 
The current image is hud 1560a pc 
The current image is hudu45~1 pc 
The current image is hudu60~2 pc 
The current image is hudu1510 pc 
The current image is hudu150 pcx 
The current image is hud450 pcx 
The current image is hudu4530 pc 
The current image is hud4530 pcx 
The current image is hud1510 pcx 
The current image is hud4510a pc 
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Table A21 Results of trials using symbolic displays for participant #7 
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Image name 
"The current image is GYUL1560 PC 
The current image is GYU6010 PCX 
The current image is GYU600 PCX 
The current image is gyu6060 pcx 
The current image is gy4530 pcx 
The current image is GYL030 PCX 
The current image is GYUL4530 PCX 
The current image is GY4560 PCX 
The current image is gy6030 pcx 
The current image is gyl4510 pcx 
The current image is GYUL1530 PCX 
The current image is GYU150 PCX 
The current image is GYL6060 PCX 
The current image is gy060 pcx 
The current image is gyu6030 pcx 
The current image is GYOO PCX 
The current image is gy1560 pcx 
The current image is gyu1530 pcx 
The current image is gyu4560 pcx 
The current image is gyl1510 pcx 
The current image is gyl4560 pcx 
The current image is gyl060 pcx 
The current image is gyul1510 pcx 
The current image is gyu4530 pcx 
The current image is gyl1560 pcx 
The current image is gyul6030 pcx 
The current image is gy1510 pcx 
The current image is gy1530 pcx 
The current image is gyu1560 pcx 
The current image is gyu450 pcx 
The current image is gyu1510 pcx 
The current image is gyu4510 pcx 
The current image is gy6010 pcx 
The current image is gyul4560 pcx 
The current image is gy150 pcx 
The current image is gyl6030 pcx 
The current image is gyul6060 pcx 
The current image is gyul4510 pcx 
The current image is gy600 pcx 
The current image is gy450 pcx 
The current image is gy030 pcx 
The current image is gyl1530 pcx 
The current image is gyul6010 pcx 
The current image is gy6060 pcx 
The current image is gy010 pcx 
The current image is gy4510 pcx 
The current image is gylOlO pcx 
The current image is gyl4530 pcx 
The current image is gyl6010 pcx 
R Time Errors 33 
2 03 
2 47 
2 03 
23 
1 76 
165 
2 37 
3 51 
3 12 
2 31 
16 
1 65 
1 43 
1 37 
2 32 
0 82 
22 
165 
2 03 
3 84 
2 36 
2 03 
1 81 
1 98 
1 98 
2 36 
165 
1 7 
2 14 
1 04 
1 65 
143 
1 64 
2 14 
1 76 
1 59 
2 31 
143 
1 15 
1 05 
1 82 
1 7 
2 31 
23 
2 03 
2 03 
1 37 
1 87 
1 7 
1 opp 
1 opp 
1 no react 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
bad 
1 WW 
1 no react 
1 opp 
1 opp 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 correctec 
1 correctec 
1 opp 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
1 no react 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
bad 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 no react 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
Mean Correct RTim Correct mean 
1934 2 31 
143 
0 82 
3 84 
2 36 
1 65 
1 7 
2 14 
1 65 
1 76 
1 05 
1 7 
23 
1 37 
1 87 
1 7 
1 853125 
Table A22 Results of trials using gyro displays for participant #8 
77 
Image name 
The current image is hudu60~3 pc 
The current image is hudOO pcx 
The current image is hud600 pcx 
The current image is hud1510a pc 
The current image is hudu6060 pc 
The current image is hud6060a pc 
The current image is hud060a pcx 
The current image is hudu6010 pc 
The current image is hud060 pcx 
The current image is hud030 pcx 
The current image is hud6030a pc 
The current image is hudu4510 pc 
The current image is hudu60-1 pc 
The current image is hud4560a pc 
The current image is hud4510 pcx 
The current image is hudu4560 pc 
The current image is hud4530a pc 
The current image is hudu6030 pc 
The current image is hud 1560 pcx 
The current image is hudu1560 pc 
The current image is hud6010a pc 
The current image is hud1530 pcx 
The current image is hudu45~2 pc 
The current image is hud010 pcx 
The current image is hud150 pcx 
The current image is hud1530a pc 
The current image is hud6030 pcx 
The current image is hud6010 pcx 
The current image is hudu600 pcx 
The current image is hud4560 pcx 
The current image is hudu1510 pc 
The current image is hud030a pcx 
The current image is hudu450 pcx 
The current image is hud010a pcx 
The current image is hudu15~1 pc 
The current image is hudu15~2 pc 
The current image is hud6060 pcx 
The current image is hudu1530 pc 
The current image is hud 1560a pc 
The current image is hudu45~1 pc 
The current image is hudu60~2 pc 
The current image is hudu1510 pc 
The current image is hudu150 pcx 
The current image is hud450 pcx 
The current image is hudu4530 pc 
The current image is hud4530 pcx 
The current image is hud1510 pcx 
The current image is hud4510a pc 
R Time Errors 
511 
122 
1 76 
2 26 
2 14 
2 31 
2 14 
22 
1 92 
2 09 
2 42 
2 58 
2 04 
2 36 
2 42 
1 86 
2 25 
2 53 
2 75 
1 87 
2 85 
2 09 
2 31 
1 54 
2 69 
28 
2 86 
2 03 
1 98 
23 
2 48 
1 37 
1 98 
1 54 
2 14 
2 08 
2 31 
1 76 
1 48 
1 76 
1 32 
1 65 
1 21 
1 54 
1 32 
1 48 
1 27 
1 87 
18 Mean 
1 ww 2 088 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 corrected 
0 
1 corrected 
1 WW 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
Correct R Time Correct Mean 
1 22 1 996341463 
1 76 
2 26 
2 31 
1 92 
2 09 
2 42 
2 04 
2 36 
2 42 
1 86 
2 25 
2 53 
2 75 
1 87 
2 09 
2 31 
1 54 
2 69 
28 
2 86 
2 03 
1 98 
23 
2 48 
1 98 
1 54 
2 14 
2 08 
2 31 
1 76 
1 48 
1 76 
1 32 
1 65 
1 21 
1 54 
1 32 
1 48 
1 27 
1 87 
Table A23 Results of trials using symbolic displays for participant #8 
Image name R Time 
The current image is f14010 pcx 2 14 
The current image is f 146060 pcx 1 65 
The current image is f 143045a pcx 1 48 
The current image is f14u1560 pcx 1 37 
The current image is f141560a pcx 1 43 
The current image is f141510a pcx 0 99 
The current image is f14u1530 pcx 0 93 
The current image is f 146045 pcx 1 32 
The current image is f143045 pcx 0 88 
The current image is f14u450 pcx 0 89 
The current image is f 14030 pcx 0 88 
The current image is f141560 pcx 1 7 
The current image is f14u15~1 pcx 1 26 
The current image is f 14600 pcx 0 99 
The current image is f141510 pcx 0 94 
The current image is f 146045a pcx 0 88 
The current image is f14u60~2 pcx 1 48 
The current image is f 146060a pcx 1 81 
The current image is f14u100 pcx 1 04 
The current image is f143015a pcx 1 05 
The current image is f 14060 pcx 1 04 
The current image is f 14450 pcx 0 88 
The current image is f14u6030 pcx 121 
The current image is f146015 pcx 1 59 
The current image is u1510a pcx 1 21 
The current image is f14u15~2 pcx 0 94 
The current image is f1400 pcx 0 88 
The current image is f14u45~1 pcx 1 21 
The current image is f14010a pcx 0 88 
The current image is f14u1510 pcx 0 88 
The current image is f 14030a pcx 0 82 
The current image is f14u4530 pcx 1 1 
The current image is f14u600 pcx 0 88 
The current image is f146015 pcx 1 09 
The current image is f14u60~1 pcx 0 88 
The current image is f 14060a pcx 2 64 
The current image is f141530 pcx 1 4 
The current image is f14150 pcx 1 7 
The current image is f141530a pcx 0 83 
The current image is f143015 pcx 0 99 
The current image is f14u6010 pcx 27 43 
10 Mean Correct RTim Correct Mean 
1 ww 1 2 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 no react 
0 
1 no react 
0 
1 WW 
1 48 
1 37 
143 
0 99 
0 93 
0 89 
0 88 
1 7 
126 
0 99 
0 88 
148 
1 81 
1 04 
1 05 
1 04 
0 88 
1 21 
1 21 
0 94 
0 88 
1 21 
0 88 
0 88 
0 82 
1 1 
0 88 
0 88 
14 
0 83 
no good 
Table A24 Results of trials using pictorial displays for participant #8 
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Image name R Time Errors 24 Mean Correct R Time Correct Mean 
"The current image is hudu60~3 pc 2 91 
"The current image is hudOO pcx" 2 8 
"The current image is hud600 pcx" 2 19 
"The current image is hud1510a pc 2 09 
"The current image is hudu6060 pc 2 2 
"The current image is hud6060a pc 1 97 
"The current image is hud060a pcx" 1 21 
"The current image is hudu6010 pc 1 87 
"The current image is hud060 pcx' 1 54 
"The current image is hud030 pcx" 1 54 
"The current image is hud6030a pc 1 98 
"The current image is hudu4510 pc 1 92 
"The current image is hudu60~1 pc 1 32 
"The current image is hud4560a pc 1 92 
"The current image is hud4510 pcx' 1 05 
"The current image is hudu4560 pc 115 
"The current image is hud4530a pc 1 65 
"The current image is hudu6030 pc 1 26 
"The current image is hud1560 pcx" 1 37 
"The current image is hudu1560 pc 1 48 
"The current image is hud6010a pc 1 21 
"The current image is hud1530 pcx" 1 43 
"The current image is hudu45~2 pc 1 93 
"The current image is hud010 pcx" 1 59 
"The current image is hud150 pcx' 1 49 
"The current image is hud1530a pc 1 43 
"The current image is hud6030 pcx' 1 21 
"The current image is hud6010 pcx" 1 26 
"The current image is hudu600 pcx' 1 21 
"The current image is hud4560 pcx" 1 59 
"The current image is hudu1510 pc 1 54 
"The current image is hud030a pcx" 2 23 
"The current image is hudu450 pcx' 0 94 
"The current image is hud010a pcx" 0 9 
"The current image is hudu15~1 pc 3 02 
"The current image is hudu15~2 pc 2 14 
"The current image is hud6060 pcx' 0 99 
"The current image is hudu1530 pc 1 31 
"The current image is hud1560a pc 1 04 
"The current image is hudu45~1 pc 1 48 
"The current image is hudu60~2 pc 1 21 
"The current image is hudu1510 pc 1 46 
"The current image is hudul 50 pcx" 3 25 
"The current image is hud450 pcx' 1 65 
"The current image is hudu4530 pc 1 1 
"The current image is hud4530 pcx' 1 16 
"The current image is hud1510 pcx" 0 82 
"The current image is hud4510a pc 1 21 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 ww 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 opp 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
1 corrected 
0 
1 opp 
0 
1 WW 
1 corrected 
0 
1 ww 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
0 
1 no react 
1 opp 
1 WW 
0 
0 
1 WW 
1 609 2 91 
28 
219 
2 09 
22 
1 21 
1 54 
1 98 
1 32 
1 05 
1 65 
1 26 
1 37 
1 43 
1 59 
1 43 
1 21 
1 54 
2 23 
09 
2 14 
0 99 
1 21 
146 
1 16 
0 82 
1 603076923 
Table A25 Results of trials using gyro displays for participant #9 
81 
Image name R Time Errors 11 Mean Correct R Time Correct Mean 
"The current image is f14010 pcx" 1 7 0 
"The current image is f146060 pcx' 1 71 0 
"The current image is f 143045a pc 1 43 0 
"The current image is f14u1560 pc 2 03 1 ww 
"The current image is f141560a pc 1 65 0 
"The current image is f141510a pc 12 0 
"The current image is f14u1530 pc 1 1 0 
"The current image is f146045 pcx" 1 71 0 
"The current image is f 143045 pcx" 1 37 0 
"The current image is f14u450 pcx" 0 93 0 
"The current image is f14030 pcx" 1 21 0 
"The current image is f141560 pcx" 1 92 0 
"The current image is f14u15-1 pc 1 21 0 
"The current image is f 14600 pcx" 1 1 0 
"The current image is f 141510 pcx" 105 1 ww 
"The current image is f 146045a pc 0 84 0 
"The current image is f14u60~2 pc 1 04 0 
"The current image is f 146060a pc 1 37 1 ww 
"The current image is f14u100 pcx" 0 83 0 
"The current image is f143015a pc 1 37 0 
"The current image is f 14060 pcx" 115 0 
"The current image is f 14450 pcx" 1 27 0 
"The current image is f14u6030 pc 1 1 0 
"The current image is f146015 pcx" 11 1 ww 
"The current image is u1510a pcx" 1 26 0 
"The current image is f14u15~2 pc 3 89 1 ww 
"The current image is f1400 pcx" 2 19 1 ww 
"The current image is f14u45~1 pc 1 15 1 ww 
"The current image is f14010a pcx" 1 1 0 
"The current image is f14u6010 pc 4 84 1 no react 
"The current image is f14u1510 pc 1 21 0 
"The current image is f 14030a pcx" 0 98 1 opp 
"The current image is f14u4530 pc 1 21 0 
"The current image is f14u600 pcx" 1 26 0 
"The current image is f146015 pcx" 1 21 1 ww 
"The current image is f14u60~1 pc 0 82 0 
"The current image is f 14060a pcx" 1 1 0 
"The current image is f141530 pcx" 1 7 0 
"The current image is f14150 pcx" 1 37 0 
"The current image is f141530a pc 1 77 0 
"The current image is f 143015 pcx" 11 1 ww 
1452 1 7 1 24972973 
1 71 
143 
1 65 
1 2 
1 1 
1 71 
1 37 
0 93 
1 21 
1 92 
1 21 
1 1 
0 84 
1 04 
0 83 
1 37 
1 15 
1 27 
1 1 
0 84 
1 04 
1 1 
0 83 
1 37 
1 15 
1 27 
1 21 
1 1 
1 26 
1 21 
1 26 
0 82 
1 1 
1 7 
1 37 
1 77 
Table A26 Results of trials using gyro displays for participant #9 
82 
Image name R Tim Errors 20 Mean Correct R Time Correct Mean 
"The current image is GYUL1560 PC 2 31 
"The current image is GYU6010 PCX" 1 31 
"The current image is GYU600 PCX" 1 65 
"The current image is gyu6060 pcx" 1 7 
"The current image is gy4530 pcx" 2 14 
"The current image is GYL030 PCX" 1 7 
"The current image is GYUL4530 PC 1 92 
"The current image is GY4560 PCX" 1 7 
"The current image is gy6030 pcx" 1 54 
"The current image is gyl4510 pcx" 1 49 
"The current image is GYUL1530 PC 2 42 
"The current image is GYU150 PCX" 1 48 
"The current image is GYL6060 PCX" 1 81 
"The current image is gy060 pcx" 1 81 
"The current image is gyu6030 pcx" 2 03 
"The current image is GY00 PCX" 0 83 
"The current image is gy1560 pcx" 1 92 
"The current image is gyu1530 pcx" 1 43 
"The current image is gyu4560 pcx" 1 59 
"The current image is gyl1510 pcx" 1 6 
"The current image is gyl4560 pcx" 2 09 
"The current image is gyl060 pcx" 1 65 
"The current image is gyul1510 pcx" 1 32 
"The current image is gyu4530 pcx" 1 75 
"The current image is gyl1560 pcx" 1 6 
"The current image is gyul6030 pcx" 1 27 
"The current image is gy1510 pcx" 1 32 
"The current image is gy1530 pcx" 1 48 
"The current image is gyu1560 pcx" 1 54 
"The current image is gyu450 pcx" 2 14 
"The current image is gyu1510 pcx" 1 37 
"The current image is gyu4510 pcx" 1 05 
"The current image is gy6010 pcx" 1 59 
"The current image is gyul4560 pcx" 1 48 
"The current image is gy150 pcx" 1 1 
"The current image is gyl6030 pcx" 1 76 
"The current image is gyul6060 pcx" 1 87 
"The current image is gyul4510 pcx" 1 2 
"The current image is gy600 pcx" 1 98 
"The current image is gy450 pcx" 0 
"The current image is gy030 pcx" 1 1 
"The current image is gyl1530 pcx" 1 42 
"The current image is gyul6010 pcx" 1 54 
"The current image is gy6060 pcx" 1 54 
"The current image is gy010 pcx" 1 37 
"The current image is gy4510 pcx" 1 6 
"The current image is gyl010 pcx" 1 16 
"The current image is gyl4530 pcx" 1 49 
"The current image is gyl6010 pcx" 1 09 
1 corrected 1 556 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
1 opp 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
bad 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
bad 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
1 WW 
1 corrected 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
2.31 
165 
149 
2.42 
148 
1 81 
2 03 
0 83 
1 92 
143 
1 59 
1 6 
2 09 
1 32 
1 75 
1 6 
1 27 
1 32 
148 
1 54 
2 14 
1 37 
1 05 
1 59 
1 48 
1 1 
1 87 
12 
1 98 
1 1 
1 37 
1 16 
1 573125 
Table A27 Results of trials using gyro displays for participant #9 
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Figure A10. Mean reaction times for participant #10. 
84 
Image name Reaction Time Mean R Time 
The current image is GYUL1560 PCX 1 64 1 511702128 
The current image is GYU6010 PCX 
The current image is GYU600 PCX 
The current image is gyu6060 pcx 
The current image is gy4530 pcx 
The current image is GYL030 PCX 
The current image is GYUL4530 PCX 
The current image is GY4560 PCX 
The current image is gy6030 pcx 
The current image is gyl4510 pcx 
The current image is GYUL1530 PCX 
The current image is GYU150 PCX 
The current image is GYL6060 PCX 
The current image is gy060 pcx 
The current image is gyu6030 pcx 
The current image is GY00 PCX 
The current image is gy1560 pcx 
The current image is gyu1530 pcx 
The current image is gyu4560 pcx 
The current image is gyl1510 pcx 
The current image is gyl4560 pcx 
The current image is gyl060 pcx 
The current image is gyul1510 pcx 
The current image is gyu4530 pcx 
The current image is gyl1560 pcx 
The current image is gyul6030 pcx 
The current image is gy1510 pcx 
The current image is gy1530 pcx 
The current image is gyu1560 pcx 
The current image is gyu450 pcx 
The current image is gyu1510 pcx 
The current image is gyu4510 pcx 
The current image is gy6010 pcx 
The current image is gyul4560 pcx 
The current image is gy150 pcx 
The current image is gyl6030 pcx 
The current image is gyul6060 pcx 
The current image is gyul4510 pcx 
The current image is gy600 pcx 
The current image is gy450 pcx 
The current image is gy030 pcx 
The current image is gyl1530 pcx 
The current image is gyul6010 pcx 
The current image is gy6060 pcx 
The current image is gy010 pcx 
The current image is gy4510 pcx 
The current image is gyl010 pcx 
The current image is gyl4530 pcx 
The current image is gyl6010 pcx 
eact m
3 96 
1 16 
1 04 
1 32 
0 99 
1 21 
2 29 
143 
1 21 
1 26 
2 14 
1 1 
1 15 
1 65 
143 
1 37 
1 67 
1 26 
1 48 
1 16 
1 32 
1 26 
2 09 
1 54 
1 87 
1 76 
1 7 
1 37 
148 
1 15 
1 32 
1 54 
1 1 
1 98 
142 
1 37 
1 04 
1 15 
1 21 
1 36 
1 92 
3 35 
1 32 
0 98 
148 
1 05 
Table A28 Results of trials using gyro displays for participant #10 
Image name Reaction Time Mean R Time 
The current image is hudu60-3 pcx 2 37 1 20125 
The current image is hudOO pcx 2 2 
The current image is hud600 pcx 1 49 
The current image is hud 1510a pcx 1 81 
The current image is hudu6060 pcx 1 54 
The current image is hud6060a pcx 1 6 
The current image is hud060a pcx 1 21 
The current image is hudu6010 pcx 1 54 
The current image is hud060 pcx 1 1 
The current image is hud030 pcx 1 09 
The current image is hud6030a pcx 1 26 
The current image is hudu4510 pcx 1 31 
The current image is hudu60~1 pcx 1 32 
The current image is hud4560a pcx 1 26 
The current image is hud4510 pcx 0 99 
The current image is hudu4560 pcx 1 32 
The current image is hud4530a pcx 115 
The current image is hudu6030 pcx 1 38 
The current image is hud1560 pcx 0 99 
The current image is hudu1560 pcx 1 31 
The current image is hud6010a pcx 1 25 
The current image is hud 1530 pcx 1 16 
The current image is hudu45~2 pcx 1 21 
The current image is hud010 pcx 0 99 
The current image is hud 150 pcx 0 88 
The current image is hud1530a pcx 1 15 
The current image is hud6030 pcx 1 21 
The current image is hud6010 pcx 1 1 
The current image is hudu600 pcx 0 82 
The current image is hud4560 pcx 0 93 
The current image is hudu1510 pcx 1 1 
The current image is hud030a pcx 0 93 
The current image is hudu450 pcx 1 04 
The current image is hud010a pcx 0 93 
The current image is hudu15~1 pcx 1 31 
The current image is hudu15~2 pcx 116 
The current image is hud6060 pcx 0 93 
The current image is hudu1530 pcx 0 93 
The current image is hud 1560a pcx 115 
The current image is hudu45~1 pcx 1 26 
The current image is hudu60~2 pcx 1 05 
The current image is hudu1510 pcx 0 99 
The current image is hudu150 pcx 1 05 
The current image is hud450 pcx 0 93 
The current image is hudu4530 pcx 0 88 
The current image is hud4530 pcx 0 88 
The current image is hud1510 pcx 1 1 
The current image is hud4510a pcx 1 1 
Table A29 Results of trials using symbolic displays for participant #10 
Image name Reaction Time Mean R Time 
The current image is f 14010 pcx 11 1 486585366 
The current image is f 146060 pcx 1 09 
The current image is f 143045a pc 5 6 
The current image is f14u1560 pc 1 43 
The current image is f141560a pc 1 64 
The current image is f141510a pc 1 21 
The current image is f14u1530 pc 1 16 
The current image is f 146045 pcx 1 21 
The current image is f 143045 pcx 1 04 
The current image is f14u450 pcx 0 94 
The current image is f 14030 pcx 1 04 
The current image is f141560 pcx 1 05 
The current image is f14u15~1 pc 1 05 
The current image is f 14600 pcx 1 38 
The current image is f141510 pcx 1 26 
The current image is f 146045a pc 1 56 
The current image is f14u60~2 pc 1 43 
The current image is f 146060a pc 1 1 
The current image is f14u100 pcx 0 99 
The current image is f143015a pc 1 04 
The current image is f 14060 pcx 0 98 
The current image is f 14450 pcx 1 43 
The current image is f14u6030 pc 1 38 
The current image is f146015 pcx 1 04 
The current image is u1510a pcx 1 43 
The current image is f14u15~2 pc 1 21 
The current image is f1400 pcx 1 43 
The current image is f14u45~1 pc 115 
The current image is f14010a pcx 0 99 
The current image is f14u6010 pc 4 78 
The current image is f14u1510 pc 116 
The current image is f 14030a pcx 0 93 
The current image is f14u4530 pc 1 04 
The current image is f14u600 pcx 1 05 
The current image is f146015 pcx 115 
The current image is f14u60~1 pc 1 21 
The current image is f 14060a pcx 5 87 
The current image is f141530 pcx 0 99 
The current image is f14150 pcx 1 33 
The current image is f141530a pc 115 
The current image is f143015 pcx 0 93 
Table A30 Results of trials using pictorial displays for participant #10 
CO 
c 
3 
> 
CD 
Q) 
—i 
CD 
Q) 
O 
5 
3 
CD 
0) a-
o 
Q) 
reaction time (sec) 
O 
*< 
• i o 
3 
<D 
Q) 
3 
II 
CO 
k) 
reaction time (sec) 
M *• en 
o 
o 
3 
<D 
Q) 
3 
II 
ro 
• 
- 4 
^ 1 
88 
Image name 
The current image is hudu60~3 pcx 
The current image is hudOO pcx 
The current image is hud600 pcx 
The current image is hud1510a pcx 
The current image is hudu6060 pcx 
The current image is hud6060a pcx 
The current image is hud060a pcx 
The current image is hudu6010 pcx 
The current image is hud060 pcx 
The current image is hud030 pcx 
The current image is hud6030a pcx 
The current image is hudu4510 pcx 
The current image is hudu60~1 pcx 
The current image is hud4560a pcx 
The current image is hud4510 pcx 
The current image is hudu4560 pcx 
The current image is hud4530a pcx 
The current image is hudu6030 pcx 
The current image is hud1560 pcx 
The current image is hudu1560 pcx 
The current image is hud6010a pcx 
The current image is hud1530 pcx 
The current image is hudu45~2 pcx 
The current image is hud010 pcx 
The current image is hud150 pcx 
The current image is hud1530a pcx 
The current image is hud6030 pcx 
The current image is hud6010 pcx 
The current image is hudu600 pcx 
The current image is hud4560 pcx 
The current image is hudu1510 pcx 
The current image is hud030a pcx 
The current image is hudu450 pcx 
The current image is hud010a pcx 
The current image is hudu15~1 pcx 
The current image is hudu15~2 pcx 
The current image is hud6060 pcx 
The current image is hudu1530 pcx 
The current image is hud 1560a pcx 
The current image is hudu45~1 pcx 
The current image is hudu60~2 pcx 
The current image is hudu1510 pcx 
The current image is hudu150 pcx 
The current image is hud450 pcx 
The current image is hudu4530 pcx 
The current image is hud4530 pcx 
The current image is hud1510 pcx 
The current image is hud4510a pcx 
RTime Errors 9 
3 51 
1 65 
3 02 
3 
34 
3 19 
2 47 
4 23 
1 28 
1 59 
2 75 
1 97 
2 81 
2 25 
3 19 
2 45 
1 88 
2 03 
2 42 
23 
2 91 
1 64 
2 25 
1 54 
2 52 
2 74 
2 78 
2 36 
28 
3 62 
2 58 
2 04 
34 
16 
2 47 
3 91 
311 
2 25 
2 58 
2 59 
313 
2 64 
2 64 
3 62 
313 
2 85 
2 58 
3 57 
1 WW 
0 
1 no react 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Mean Correct R Time Correct Mean 
2 651 165 
3 
34 
3 19 
2 47 
4 23 
1 28 
1 59 
2 75 
1 97 
2 81 
2 25 
3 19 
2 45 
1 88 
2 03 
2 42 
2 91 
2 25 
1 54 
2 52 
2 74 
2 78 
2 36 
28 
3 62 
2 58 
2 04 
34 
16 
2 47 
311 
2 25 
2 58 
2 59 
3 13 
2 64 
2 64 
3 62 
3 13 
2 85 
2 58 
3 57 
2 624651163 
Table A31 Results of trials using symbolic displays for participant #11 
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Image name 
"The current image is f 143045a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u1560 pcx" 
"The current image is f141560a pcx" 
"The current image is f141510a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u1530 pcx' 
"The current image is f 146045 pcx" 
"The current image is f 143045 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u450 pcx" 
"The current image is f 14030 pcx" 
"The current image is f141560 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u15~1 pcx 
"The current image is f 14600 pcx" 
"The current image is f141510 pcx" 
"The current image is f 146045a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u60~2 pcx 
"The current image is f 146060a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u100 pcx" 
"The current image is f143015a pcx" 
"The current image is f 14060 pcx' 
"The current image is f 14450 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u6030 pcx" 
"The current image is u1510a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u15-2 pcx 
"The current image is f1400 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u45~1 pcx 
"The current image is f14010a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u6010 pcx' 
"The current image is f14u1510 pcx" 
"The current image is f 14030a pcx" 
"The current image is f14u4530 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u600 pcx" 
The current image is f 14010 pcx 
The current image is f 146060 pcx 
The current image is f 143045a pcx 
"The current image is f146015 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u60~1 pcx 
"The current image is f 14060a pcx" 
"The current image is f141530 pcx" 
"The current image is f14150 pcx" 
"The current image is f141530a pcx" 
"The current image is f143015 pcx" 
RTime Errors 6 
3 35 
2 69 
2 86 
2 42 
2 25 
1 46 
2 09 
2 36 
1 97 
215 
2 41 
3 35 
2 25 
1 59 
2 31 
22 
1 54 
3 03 
2 48 
2 52 
3 29 
2 31 
3 24 
1 76 
2 75 
1 37 
1 79 
2 69 
2 58 
33 
1 87 
2 31 
4 56 
3 35 
2 74 
2 69 
1 76 
1 98 
1 32 
2 47 
1 92 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
1 no react 
1 no react 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Mean Correct RTim Correct Mean 
2 423 3 35 
2 69 
2 86 
2 42 
2 25 
1 46 
2 09 
2 36 
1 97 
2 15 
2 41 
3 35 
2 25 
1 59 
2 31 
22 
1 54 
3 03 
2 48 
2 52 
3 29 
2 31 
3 24 
1 76 
2 75 
2 69 
2 58 
33 
1 87 
2 31 
4 56 
3 35 
2 74 
2 69 
1 76 
1 98 
1 32 
2 47 
1 92 
2 465897436 
"The current image is f146015 pcx" 48 79 no good 
Table A32 Results of trials using pictorial displays for participant #11 
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Image name RTime Errors 30 Mean Correct R times Mean Correct 
"The current image is GYUL1560 PC 
"The current image is GYU6010 PCX 
"The current image is GYU600 PCX" 
"The current image is gyu6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gy4530 pcx" 
"The current image is GYL030 PCX" 
"The current image is GYUL4530 PC 
"The current image is GY4560 PCX" 
"The current image is gy6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4510 pcx" 
"The current image is GYUL1530 PC 
"The current image is GYU150 PCX" 
"The current image is GYL6060 PCX" 
"The current image is gy060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu6030 pcx" 
"The current image is GY00 PCX" 
"The current image is gy1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4530 pcx" 
'The current image is gyl1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gy1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1560 pcx1 
"The current image is gyu450 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy6010 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gy150 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy600 pcx" 
"The current image is gy450 pcx" 
"The current image is gy030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6010 pcx" 
"The current image is gy6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gy010 pcx" 
"The current image is gy4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl010 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl6010 pcx" 
28 
3 74 
3 46 
3 62 
4 86 
3 63 
319 
3 35 
4 95 
3 96 
3 12 
2 41 
4 89 
3 02 
3 73 
1 98 
2 69 
2 69 
6 26 
2 86 
4 23 
3 43 
3 24 
3 08 
3 36 
3 08 
3 57 
3 46 
3 35 
2 69 
4 01 
2 75 
4 07 
3 79 
3 13 
3 79 
3 35 
3 35 
3 18 
2 42 
2 52 
418 
4 45 
3 79 
23 
2 85 
2 94 
3 19 
2 04 
1 opp 
1 opp 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
bad 
1 WW 
1 opp 
1 opp 
0 
1 opp 
0 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW' 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 opp 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
1 opp 
1 opp 
1 WW 
1 ww 
1 corrected 
1 WW 
0 
bad 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
3 404 3 46 
3 63 
4 89 
3 73 
1 98 
3 46 
313 
3 35 
3 35 
318 
2 42 
2 52 
418 
4 45 
3 79 
23 
2 94 
3 19 
2 04 
3 262631579 
Table A33 Results of trials using gyro displays for participant #11 
CO 
c 
3 
> 
CD 
Q) 
3 
3 
Q) 
O 
5 
D 
-^
3 
CD (/> 
Q) a-
o 
reaction time (sec) 
O to £* O) C 
> — I 
tnals 
r 
l ^ ^ H l 1 1 
B
 C/> 
3 
cr 
o 
o' 
3 
fl> 
0) 
3 
II 
00 
reaction time (sec) 
o ro -u G> OJ 
Q) 
0) 
B S ^ ' ^ ' V' 
EH3 
™ 
| 
•u 
— • • 
o 
o 
5] 
3 
<D 
fl) 
3 
II 
LA 
^C 
92 
Image name 
"The current image is f14010.pcx" 
"The current image is f146060.pcx" 
"The current image is f143045a.pcx 
"The current image is f14u1560.pcx 
"The current image is f141560a.pcx 
"The current image is f141510a.pcx 
"The current image is f14u1530.pcx 
"The current image is f146045.pcx" 
"The current image is f143045.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u450.pcx" 
"The current image is f14030.pcx" 
"The current image is f141560.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u15~1.pcx 
"The current image is f14600.pcx" 
"The current image is f141510.pcx" 
"The current image is f146045a.pcx 
"The current image is f14u60~2.pcx 
"The current image is f146060a.pcx 
"The current image is f14u100.pcx" 
"The current image is f143015a.pcx 
"The current image is f14060.pcx" 
"The current image is f 14450 pcx" 
"The current image is f14u6030.pcx 
"The current image is f146015 pcx" 
"The current image is u1510a.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u15~2.pcx 
"The current image is f1400.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u45~1 .pcx 
"The current image is f14010a.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u6010.pcx 
"The current image is f14u1510.pcx 
"The current image is f14030a.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u4530.pcx 
"The current image is f14u600.pcx" 
"The current image is f146015.pcx" 
"The current image is f14u60~1.pcx 
"The current image is f141530.pcx" 
"The current image is f14150.pcx" 
"The current image is f141530a.pcx 
"The current image is f143015.pcx" 
"The current image is f14060a.pcx" 
R Time Error 
1.86 
2.2 
1 87 
1.27 
1.43 
1.26 
1.09 
1.81 
1 14 
1.43 
1.32 
1.42 
1.04 
0.99 
0.99 
1.91 
1.04 
1.16 
1.27 
1.54 
0.93 
1.31 
1.15 
1.21 
0.58 
0.88 
1.36 
1.21 
3.25 
1.15 
0.93 
0.94 
1.12 
0.99 
1.37 
1.43 
1.1 
1.1 
2.92 
0.97 
20 
1 no react 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 no react 
1 WW 
0 
0 
1 no react 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
Mean Correct R Time Correct Mean 
1.36 2.2 
1.27 
1.81 
1.14 
1.32 
1.04 
0.99 
0.99 
0.93 
0.58 
0.88 
1.36 
1.21 
0.93 
0.94 
1.43 
1.1 
1.1 
0.97 
1.167894737 
Table A34. Results of trials using pictorial displays for participant #12. 
93 
Image name 
"The current image is GYUL1560 PC 
"The current image is GYU6010 PCX 
"The current image is GYU600 PCX" 
"The current image is gyu6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gy4530 pcx" 
"The current image is GYL030 PCX" 
"The current image is GYUL4530 PC 
"The current image is GY4560 PCX" 
"The current image is gy6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4510 pcx" 
"The current image is GYUL1530 PC 
"The current image is GYU150 PCX" 
"The current image is GYL6060 PCX" 
"The current image is gy060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu6030 pcx" 
"The current image is GYOO PCX" 
"The current image is gy1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gy1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1560 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu450 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu1510 pcx" 
"The current image is gyu4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy6010 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul4560 pcx" 
"The current image is gy150 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl6030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gy600 pcx" 
"The current image is gy450 pcx" 
"The current image is gy030 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl1530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyul6010 pcx" 
"The current image is gy6060 pcx" 
"The current image is gy010 pcx" 
"The current image is gy4510 pcx" 
"The current image is gylOlO pcx" 
"The current image is gyl4530 pcx" 
"The current image is gyl6010 pcx" 
R Time Error 42 
2 09 
1 54 
0 88 
1 2 
1 65 
1 54 
1 92 
1 7 
1 3 
1 54 
1 59 
1 48 
1 59 
1 64 
1 7 
1 04 ( 
2 48 
1 64 
2 55 
2 31 
2 23 
1 49 
2 39 
1 38 
1 53 
1 75 
1 15 1 
1 54 1 
16 1 
1 37 C 
1 7 1 
2 33 1 
1 81 1 
1 51 1 
1 37 C 
1 81 1 
1 55 1 
1 37 1 
1 32 C 
1 15 C 
1 54 1 
1 87 1 
1 81 1 
126 1 
1 86 1 
1 81 1 
1 26 1 
1 81 1 
144 1 
1 opp 
1 WW 
1 no react 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 opp 
1 WW 
1 WW 
bad 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
1 WW 
WW 
1 WW 
1 opp 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
bad 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
opp 
WW 
WW 
WW 
opp 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
WW 
Mean Correct R Time Correct Mean 
1641 1 04 
1 37 
1 37 
1 32 
1 15 
125 
Table A35 Results of trials using gyro displays for participant #12 
94 
Image name 
"The current image is hudu60~3 pc 
"The current image is hudOO pcx" 
"The current image is hud600 pcx" 
"The current image is hud1510a pcx 
"The current image is hudu6060 pcx 
"The current image is hud6060a pcx 
"The current image is hud060a pcx" 
"The current image is hudu6010 pcx 
"The current image is hud060 pcx" 
"The current image is hud030 pcx" 
"The current image is hud6030a pcx 
"The current image is hudu4510 pcx 
"The current image is hudu60~1 pc 
"The current image is hud4560a pcx 
"The current image is hud4510 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu4560 pcx 
"The current image is hud4530a pcx 
"The current image is hudu6030 pcx 
"The current image is hud1560 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu1560 pcx 
"The current image is hud6010a pcx 
"The current image is hud 1530 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu45~2 pc 
"The current image is hud010 pcx" 
"The current image is hud150 pcx" 
"The current image is hud 1530a pcx 
"The current image is hud6030 pcx" 
"The current image is hud6010 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu600 pcx" 
"The current image is hud4560 pcx' 
'The current image is hudu1510 pcx 
"The current image is hud030a pcx' 
"The current image is hudu450 pcx" 
"The current image is hud010a pcx" 
"The current image is hudu15~1 pc 
"The current image is hudu15~2 pc 
"The current image is hud6060 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu1530 pcx 
"The current image is hud1560a pcx 
"The current image is hudu45~1 pc 
"The current image is hudu60~2 pc 
"The current image is hudu1510 pcx 
"The current image is hudu150 pcx" 
"The current image is hud450 pcx" 
"The current image is hudu4530 pcx 
"The current image is hud4530 pcx" 
"The current image is hud1510 pcx" 
"The current image is hud4510a pcx 
RTime 
1 89 
0 94 
162 
1 86 
2 77 
1 7 
1 65 
1 81 
1 43 
1 26 
22 
1 7 
1 92 
1 7 
1 87 
1 7 
1 65 
148 
1 6 
1 59 
1 76 
1 82 
2 31 
2 03 
1 81 
1 76 
2 53 
1 59 
1 42 
2 19 
1 54 
1 75 
1 98 
1 7 
2 31 
1 76 
1 92 
2 51 
149 
1 92 
2 08 
1 81 
1 71 
1 65 
2 67 
2 42 
2 25 
1 8 
Error 16 
1 WW 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
1 WW 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 corrected 
1 WW 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 WW 
0 
1 opp 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
1 opp 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
1 WW 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 corrected 
0 
0 
0 
Mean Correct R Time Correct Mean 
1851 0 94 
162 
1 86 
2 77 
1 7 
143 
126 
22 
1 92 
1 7 
1 7 
165 
148 
1 6 
1 59 
1 82 
2 03 
1 81 
1 76 
2 53 
1 59 
142 
2 19 
1 75 
1 98 
1 7 
2 31 
176 
2 51 
1 49 
1 92 
2 08 
1 81 
1 71 
1 65 
2 67 
2 42 
2 25 
1 8 
1 85589744 
Table A36 Results of trials using symbolic displays for participant #12 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM CODE 
96 
The program code used in this study was designed by the researcher and written 
by Jiang Sheng, a graduate computer science student at ERAU. The program was written 
in Borland C++™, and requires a 486DX2 chip or better. An SVGA card and at least 256 
colors were also required in order to present the images clearly. The code appears on the 
following pages. 
• i n c l u d e t a s t g r a f . h ^ 
' i n c l u d e s t d i o . h ^ " ' 
' i n c l u d e s t d l i b . h.-
' i n c l u d e LOIHO li 
a i n c l u d e c t y p e h 
= ::» lud^ Jo ^ h 
3 in t iud~ p ioc e so . h 
= Hi* l iul^ ma th , h 
void hud(void ) , 
void tl4(void ) , 
void ci/io (void ) , 
int ledl, ied2, gieenl, gieen2, bluel, »jiue2, 
FILE *record, 
void mam (void) 
int read; 
cha r *1dnumber; 
char *buffer; 
int flighthour, lasthour; 
char *faarating; 
char *stickairplane, *pcsimulator; 
char *gender; 
int button; 
int centerx, centery, minx, miny, maxx, maxy; 
int oldmode, newmode; 
int order; 
printf("Plesae input the order you want to choose " ) ; 
scanf("%d", border); 
printf("The order you want is %d\n", order); 
printf ("Press any key to continueXn"); 
getch(); 
do 
( 
system("els"); 
printf("Please enter your seven digit colleague number:"); 
ldnumber = gets(buffer); 
printf("\nls %s correct? (y/n)", ldnumber); 
}while (getcharO i = 'y' ) ; 
if ( (record= fopen( ldnumber, "w") ) ==NULL) 
{ 
fprintf(stderr, "Data file error on open\n"); 
exit(l); 
} 
else 
fprintf (record, "Pid = <%d>\n", getpidO); 
fprintf(record, "The colleague number is %s\n", ldnumber); 
printf( 
'XnApproximately how many total flight hours do you have?"); 
scanf("%d", fitflighthour); 
fprintf(record, "The total flight hour is %d\nM, flighthour); 
printf( 
"XnApproximately how many hours do you have in the last six months?-); 
scanf("%dH, ficlasthour), 9g 
fprintf(record, "The last flight hour is %d\nM, lasthour), 
printf( 
*\nlnput the first letter of all the following FAA ratings you currentlyXn"); 
printf( 
'posess (i.e PMA would mean Private riulti-enain^ ATP n"), 
printf( 
' Private Commeral InstiumentXn" ) , 
printf( 
' Multi-Engme ATPXn") , 
scanf(M%s", faarating), 
fprintf(record, "The FAA rating are %s\n", faarating), 
printf( 
"XnHave you ever flown an airplane equipped with a stick instead of a yolk?(y/n)" 
scanf("%s", stickairplane), 
fprintf(record, 
"The answer to flying an airplan with a stick is %s\n", stickairplane) 
printf( 
"XnHave you flown a PC-based flight simulator with a Head-Up Display(HUD)Xn"); 
printf( 
"more than 5 hours in the last year?(y/n)"); 
scanf("%s", pcsimulator); 
fprintf(record, 
"The answer to flying a flight simulator is %s\nH, pcsimulator); 
printf( 
"XnWhat is your gender: (M/F)\n"); 
scanf("%s", gender); 
fprintf(record, "The gender is %s\n", gender); 
printf("Xn"); 
printf("Xn"); 
printf( 
"If you have made any mistakes entering data, please tell the attendent, \n") ; 
printf( 
•otherwise press any key to continue.Xn"); 
getch(); 
// systemf "fgdriver") ; 
oldmode = fg_getmode(); 
fg_svgamit (0) ; 
if (fg_imt;joy(l)<0) 
printf("Joystick 1 not available.Xn"); 
else 
printf("Joystick 1 found.Xn"); 
if (fg_imt:joy(2)<0) 
printf("Joystick 2 not available.\n") , 
else 
printf("Joystick 2 found.Xn"); 
printf("Center your joystick and press bottom button.Xn"); 
while (fg_button(2)•=1); 
centerx=fg_getx^oy(2) ; 
centery=fg_getyjoy(2); 
printf( 
•Move your joystick to the upper lefthand corner and press top button.Xn"); 
while ( f g_button (2)1=2); 
minx=fg_getxjoy(2); 99 
miny=fg_getyjoy(2); 
printf( 
"Move your joystick to the lower righthand corner and press both buttons.Xn"); 
while (fg_button(2)!=3); 
maxx=fg_getxjoy(2); 
maxy=fg_getyjoy(2); 
fprintf(record, "The center x, y are %d and %d\n", centerx, centery); 
fprintf(record, "The minimum x, y are %d and %d\n", minx, miny); 
fprintf(record, "The maximum x, y are %d and %d\n"/ maxx, maxy); 
if(fg_testmode(25, 1)) 
fg_setmode(25); 
else 
( 
printf("Your need a 640 x 480 VGA mode.Xn"); 
exit(l); 
} 
fg_setcolor(7); 
fg_fillpage(); 
tg_setcolor(9); 
fg_locate(l, 0); 
fg_text ( 
•Welcome! You have been selected, based on your flight experience, to be a", 74); 
fg_locate(2, 0) ; 
fg_text( 
•participant in a study conducted by Navy Lieutenant Chris Cohoes.", 66); 
fg_locate(4, 0) ; 
fg_text( 
"This study will be published as a Thesis for the degree of Master of", 69); 
fg_locate(5, 0); 
fg_text( 
•Aeronautical science - Human Factors concentration. It may also be used by the", IS 
tg_locate(6, 0); 
fg_text( 
"Department of the Navy as a basis for future research in advanced cockpit", 74); 
fg_locate(7, 0); 
£g_text( 
"displays. Your name will never be used or known by LT Cohoes, so that the", 74); 
fg_locate(8, 0); 
fg_text( 
"result of the study will remain strictly confidential.", 55); 
fg_locate(10, 10); 
fg_text("Press any key to continue", 25); 
fg_waitkey(); 
fg_setcolor(7); 
fg_fillpage() ; 
fg_setcolor(9) ; 
fg_locate(l, 0) ; 
£g_text( 
"This experiment will require that you react quickly to images presented on", 75); 
fg_locate(2, 0) ; 
fg_text( 
"this screen. Your reaction will be to move the joystick in certain directions", 78) 
fg_locate(3, 0); 
£ ST—text ( 
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'as you would a control stick in a real aircraft. If you are ill, excessively", 7^ 
fg_locate(4, 0); 
fg_text( 
•tired, or have an injury that prevents you from manipulating the joystick,", 75); 
fg_locate(5, 0); 
fg_text( 
"please inform the person administering the expenment, and you will be", 71); 
fg_locate(6, 0); 
fg_text( 
Mrescheduled.", 13); 
fg_locate(10, 10); 
fg__text ("Press any key to continue", 25); 
fg_waitkey(); 
fg_setcolor(7) ; 
fg_flllpage(); 
fg_setcolor(9) ; 
fg_locate(l, 0) ; 
fg_text( 
"Thank you. Today you will be asked to view 45 different representations of", 75) 
fg_locatef2, 0) ; 
fg_text( 
"•your" aircraft's attitude in each of 3 different types of attitude indicator", 
fg_locate(3, 0); 
fg_text( 
•displays. Each attitude displayed to you will be one that you have seen during", 
fg_locate(4, 0); 
fg_text( 
•your flight training to this point. This is the case because you will be asked", 
fg_locate(5, 0) ; 
fg_text( 
•to recover from the displayed attitude to a straight and level (0 pitch and 0", 
fg_locate(6, 0); 
fg_text( 
"Angle of Bank) attitude, much like an unusual attitude recovery procedure", 74); 
fg_locate(10, 10); 
fg_text("Press any key to continue", 25); 
fg_waitkey () ; 
f g _ g e t r g b ( 7 , &redl, &greenl , fcbluel); 
f g _ g e t r g b ( 9 , &red2, &green2, &blue2); 
fg_erase(); 
fg_jnove<105, 60); 
read= fg_showpcxCgy00.pcx", 2); 
fg_setrgb(7, redl, greenl, bluel); 
fg_setrgb(9, red2, green2, blue2); 
£g_setcolor(9); 
fg_fontsize(8); 
fg_locate(3, 9); 
f g__text ( 
"The following is a view of the gyro display that you will", 58); 
fg_locate(4, 9); 
fg_text( 
"see. It is now indicating a straight & level attitude.", 55); 
fg_locate(55, 9); 
£g_text( 
"Study this picture. When you are comfortable with its format,", 62); 
fg_locate(56, 9); 
fg_text( 
"Press any key to continue", 26); 
fg_waitkey(); 
fg_erase(); 
fg_move(65, 20) ; 
read= fg_showpcx("fl400.pcx", 2); 
fg_setrgb(7, real, greenl, bluel); 
fg_setrgb(9, red2, green2, blue2); 
fg_setcolor(9); 
fg_fontsize(3); 
fg_locate(3, 9); 
fg_text( 
"The following is a view of the F-14 display that you will", 58); 
fg_locate(4, 9); 
fg_text( 
"see. It is now indicating a straight & level attitude.", 55); 
• 
fg_locate(55, 9); 
£g_text( 
•Study this picture. When you are comfortable with its format,", 62); 
fg_locate(56, 9); 
fg_text( 
"Press any key to continue", 26); 
fg_waitkey(); 
fg^erase(); 
fg_move(75, 80); 
read= f g__showpcx (" hudO 0 . pcx", 2 ) ; 
fg_setrgb(7, redl, greenl, bluel); 
fg_setrgb(9, red2, green2, blue2); 
fg_setcolor(9); 
fg_fontsize(8); 
fg_locate(3, 9); 
fg_text( 
"The following is a view of the HUD display that you will", 58); 
fg_locate(4, 9); 
fg_text( 
"see. It is now indicating a straight & level attitude.", 55); 
fg_locate(55, 9); 
£g_text( 
"Study this picture. When you are comfortable with its format,", 62); 
fg_locate(56, 9); 
fg_text( 
"Press any key to continue", 26); 
fg_waitkey(); 
fg_fontsize(16) ; 
fg
—
setcolor(7) ; 
fg„fillpage() ; 
fg_setcolor(9); 
fg_locate(l, 0); 
fg_text( 
"The exact sequence of events will be as follows When you are ready to view", 76), 
fg__locate(2, 0) ; 
fg_text( 
"an attitude display, pull the trigger on the jo\ rick In 2 second you will", 76), 
fg_locate(3, 0), 
fg_text( 
"hear a beep. In two more second, you will see one of three types of displays , 77), 
fg_locate(4, 0), 
fg_text( 
"flash momentarily on the screen It will only be displayed for 1/2 second. You", 79) 
fg_locate(5, 0), 
fg_text( 
"must immediately depress the button atop the joystick and 'fly' your airplane", 78), 
fg__locate (6 , 0) , 
fg_text( 
"back to straight and level by putting in 'full' opposite controls For example,", 80 
fg_locate(7. 0) ; 
fg_text( 
"if t"he display pictures 'your1 attitude at 10 degree nose up and 10 degree left", 80 
fg_locate(8, 0) ; * 
fg_text( 
"AOB, you should immediately counter with full right stick and full nose down.", 78); 
fg_locate(9, 0); 
fg_text( 
"This would be the quickest way to 'recover' the aircraft. Don't worry about", 76); 
fg_locate(10, 0) ; 
£g_text( 
"neutralizing the controls once you think you have achieved straight and level.", 79), 
fg_locate(ll, 0); 
f g_text( 
"In the above case, the stick would be in correct position when it was fully", 76); 
fg_locate(12, 0); 
fg_text( 
•deflected to the 1:30 position (between 1 and 2 o'clock). Note also that if you", 79) 
fg_locate(13, 0); 
fg_text( 
"were in a 45 degree nose up, 60 AOB to the left, the corrective control input", 78); 
fg_locate(14, 0); 
fg_text( 
•would be identical: the 1:30 position. Once you have achived this stick", 72); 
fg_locate(15, 0) ; 
fg_text( 
"position, immediately release the button atop the joystick.", 60); 
fg_locate(17, 0); 
£g_text( 
"Message will pop-up saying 'Press the trigger when you are ready for the next", 78); 
fg_locate(18, 0); 
fg_text( 
"display.' The whole thing starts over aqain with the same type of display, but", 79), 
fg_locate(19, 0), 
£g_text( 
"a different attitute. Once you have completed 45 different attitudes for the", 77); 
fg_locate(20, 0); 
fg_text( 
"first type of display, you will get a 5 minute break "r 54); 
fg_locate(22, 0), 
fg_text( 
"The process will repeat itself for the other two types of displays and the", 76); 
fg_locate(23, 0); 
£g.text( 
"session will terminate.", 24); 
fg_locate(25, 10); 
fg_text("Press any key to continue.", 25)-
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fg_waitkey(); 
fg_setcolor(7); 
fg_fillpage(); 
fg«setcolor(9); 
fg_locate(l, 0); 
fg_text( 
"To reitterate, these are the actions you will be asked to perform:", 67); 
fg_locate(3, 0); 
fg_textt 
1. Pull the trigger ", 27); 
fg_locate(4, 0); 
fg_text( 
" - Wait 2 seconds, beep, 2 more seconds", 51); 
fg_locate(5, 0); 
£g_text( 
- Display flashes up", 33); 
fg_locate(7, 0) ; 
fg_text( 
2. Immediately upon seeing the display, press the thumb button on the", 76); 
fg_locate(8, 0); 
fg_text( 
joystick.", 19) ; 
fg_locate(10, 0); 
fg_text( 
3. Simultaneously move the stick to the correct position to effect", 73); 
fg_locate(ll, 0); 
fg_text( 
a recovery.", 21); 
fg_locate(13, 0); 
fg_text( 
4. When at the correct position, release the thumb button the joystick.", 78) 
fg_locate(15, 0); 
fg_text( 
5. Pull the trigger to trigger the next display.", 55); 
fg_locate(17, 0); 
£g_text( 
"If you make a mistake of some sort, tell the attendent.", 56); 
fg_locate(21, 10); 
fg_text( 
"You may pull the trigger when ready to begin!", 46); 
while (fg_button(2) !=1); 
switch (order) 
( 
case 1 : 
fl4() ; 
gyro(); 
hud(); 
break ; 
case 2 : 
gyro () ; 
hud(); 
fl4(); 
break ; 
default : 
hud(); 
fl4() ; 
gyro(), 104 
while (fg_button(2) '=1), 
fg_setrgb(7 redl, greenl, bluel) 
fg_setrgb(9, red2, green2, blue2) 
fg_setcolor(7); 
fg__f lllpage ( ) , 
fg_setcolor(9) ; 
fg_locate(9, 10) ; 
fg_text( 
"The Game is over... 20) ; 
fg_locate(ll, 10) ; 
fg_text( 
"Thanks for your time and effort...", 35); 
fg_locate(13, 10) ; 
fg_text( 
"You may press any key to finish.. ", 35); 
fg_waitkey () ,-
fclose(record); 
printf("oldmode = %d\nu, oldmode); 
fg_setmode(oldmode); 
fg_reset(); 
void hud (void) 
{ 
int l ; 
int x=-100, y=-100; 
int oldx=-100, oldy=-100; 
int read ; 
struct time *timel, *time2; 
char *hudname[48]= 
{ "hudu60~3.pcx" 
"hud6060a.pcx" 
"hud6030a.pcx" 
"hudu4560.pcx" 
"hud6010a.pcx" 
"hudl530a.pcx" 
"hudul510.pcx", 
•hudul5~2.pcx-, 
"hudu60-2.pcx", 
•hud4530.pcx", 
}; 
fg_waitfor(18); 
fg_sound(20, 3); 
fg_waitfor(18); 
fg_erase(); 
fg_jnove(75, 80) ; 
read= fg_showpcx(hudname[0] , 2 ) ; 
fprintf(record, "The current image is %s\n' 
•hud00.pcx", 
•hud060a.pcx" 
"hudu4510.pcx 
"hud4530a.pcx 
•hudl530.pcx" 
"hud6030.pcx" 
"hud030a.pcx" 
•hud6060.pcx" 
"hudul510.pcx 
hudl510.pcx", 
•hud600.pcx", "hudl510a.pcx", "hudu6060.pcx" 
"hudu6010.pcx", " "• 
', •hudu60-l.pcx" 
', •hudu6030.pcx" 
"hudu45~2.pcx", 
"hud6010.pcx", 
"hudu450.pcx", 
"hudul530.pcx", 
', "hudul50.pcx", 
"hud4510a.pcx" 
"hud060.pcx", •hud030.pcx,l , 
"hud4560a.pcx", "hud4510.pcx" 
"hudl560.pcx", •hudul560.pcx" 
hudl50.pcx", 
hud4560.pcx", 
•hudul5-l.pcx" 
"hud010.pcx , 
"hudu600.pcx", 
"hud010a.pcx", 
"hudl560a.pcx -, 
"hud450.pcx" 
"hudu45-l.pcx" 
hudu4530.pcx", 
hudname[0] ) 
gettime(timel); 
f g _ w a i t f o r ( l l ) ; in<r 
f g _ e r a s e ( ) ; iKJJ 
while ( f g _ b u t t o n ( 2 ) ! = 2 ) ; 
while ( f g _ b u t t o n ( 2 ) = = 2 I I fg_but ton(2 )= = 3) 
{ 
x=fg_getxjoy(2); 
y=fg_getyjoy(2); 
if(oldx!=xl!oldv!=y) 
{ 
fprintf (record, "x=%3d y=%3d\n", ::, _,; 
oldx =x; 
oldv =y; 
} 
} 
gettime(time2); 
fprintf(record, "timel is %u second %u\n", timel->ti_sec, timel->ti_hund); 
fprintf(record, "time2 is %u second %u\n"/ time2->ti_sec, time2->ti_hund) ; 
for(i=l; i<48; i + +) 
{ 
fg—setrgb(7, redl, greenl, bluel); 
fg_setrgb(9, red2, green2, blue2); 
fg_setcolor(7); 
fg_fillpage(); 
fg_setcolor(9) ; 
fg__move(320, 240); 
fg_justify(0, 0); 
fg_print(" Press the trigger to continue..", 32); 
while ( f g_button (2) i =1) ; 
fg_waitfor(18); 
fg_sound(20, 3); 
fg_waitfor(18) ; 
f g__erase(); 
fg_move(75, 80) ; 
read= fg_showpcx(hudname[i), 2) ; 
fprintf(record, "The current image is %s\n", hudname[i]); 
gettime(timel); 
fg_waitfor(ll); 
fg_erase(); 
while (fg_button(2) !=2 ) ; 
while (fg_button(2)==2| Ifg_button(2)= = 3 ) 
{ 
x=fg_getxjoy(2); 
y=fg_getyjoy(2); 
if(oldxi=x||oldyi=y) 
{ 
fprintf(record, "x=%3d y=%3d\n", x, y) ; 
oldx =x; 
oldy =y; 
gettime(time2); 
fprintf(record, "timel is %u second %u\n", 
fprintf(record, "time2 is %u second %u\nH, 
} 
void f 14 (void) 
! 
int 1 ; 
int x=-100, y=-100; 
int oldx=-100, oldy=-100; 
int read; 
struct time *timel, *time2; 
char *f14name[41]= 
{"fl4010.pcx", "fl46060.pcx", "fl43045a.pcx", "fl4ul5 60.pcx", "fl41560a.pcx", 
"fl41510a.pcx", "fl4ul530.pcx", "fl46045.pcx", "fl43045.pcx", "fl4u450.pcx", 
•fl4030.pcx", "fl415 60.pcx", "fl4ul5~l.pcx", "fl4600.pcx", "fl41510.pcx", 
•fl46045a.pcx", "fl4u60~2.pcx", "fl46060a.pcx", "fl4ul00.pcx", "fl43015a.pcx", 
"fl4060.pcx", "fl4450.pcx", "fl4u6030.pcx", "fl46015.pcx", "ul510a.pcx", 
"fl4ul5-2.pcx", "fl400.pcx", "fl4u45~l.pcx", "fl4010a.pcx", "fl4u6010.pcx", 
"fl4ul510.pcx", "fl403 0a.pcx", -fl4u453 0.pcx", "fl4u600.pcx", "fl46015.pcx", 
•fl4u60~l.pcx", "fl4060a.pcx", "fl4153 0.pcx", "fl4150.pcx" "fl41530a.pcx", 
"fl43015.pcx" 
}; 
fg_setrgb(7, redl, greenl, bluel); 
fg_setrgb(9, red2, green2, blue2); 
fg_setcolor(7); 
fg_fillpage() ; 
fg_setcolor(9); 
fg_locate(ll, 10) ; 
fg_text( 
"You may pull the trigger when ready to begin1", 46); 
fg_waitfor(18); 
fg_sound(20, 3 ) ; 
fg_waitfor(18) ; 
fg_erase(); 
fg_jnove(65, 20) ; 
read= fg_showpcx(f14name[0], 
fprintf(record, "The current 
gettime(timel); 
fg_waitfor(11); 
fg_erase(); 
while ( f g_button (2 ) » =2 ) ; 
while (fg_button(2)= = 2 1 Ifg_button(2)= = 3) 
{ 
x=fg_getxjoy(2); 
y=fg_getyjoy(2); 
if(oldx!=xlloldy'=y) 
{ 
fprintf (record, "*x=%3d y=%3d\n", x, y) ; 
oldx =x; 
oldy =y; 
} 
} 
gettime(time2); 
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timel->ti_sec, timel->ti_hund) ; 
time2->ti_sec, time2->ti_hund); 
2); 
image is %s\n", fl4name[0]); 
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fprintf (record, "timel is %u second %u\n", timel-^ti_sec, timel->ti_hund); 
fprintf(record, "time2 is %u second %u\n", time2->ti_sec, time2->ti_hund); 
for(1 = 1; i<41; i + +) 
{ 
fg_setrgb(7, redl, greenl, bluel); 
fg_setrgb(9, red2, green2, blue2), 
fg_setcolor(7), 
rg_flllpage(); 
fg_setcolor(9), 
fg_move(320, 240) , 
fg_justify(0, 0), 
tg_pnnt ( " Press the trigger to continue. ", 12', 
while (fg_button(2) ' =1) ; 
fg_waitfor(18) ; 
fg_sound(20, 3) ; 
fg_waitfor(18) ; 
fg_erase(); 
fg_raove(65, 20) ; 
read= f g__showpcx( f 14name [I ] , 2); 
fprintf(record, "The current image is %s\n", fl4name[i]); 
gettime(timel); 
fg_waitfor(ll); 
f g__erase () ; 
while (fg_button(2) ! =2 ) ; 
while (fg_button(2)==2 I Ifg_button(2)= = 3) 
{ 
x=fg_getxjoy(2); 
y=fg_getyjoy(2); 
if(oldx!=xl|oldy!=y) 
{ 
fprintf(record, "x=%3d y=%3d\nM, x, y); 
oldx =x; 
oldy =y; 
} 
} 
gettime(time2); 
fprintf(record, "timel is %u second %u\n", timel->ti_sec, timel->ti_hund); 
fprintf(record, "time2 is %u second %u\n", time2->ti_sec, time2->ti__hund); 
} 
} 
void gyro(void) 
{ 
int 1 ; 
int x=-100, y=-100; 
int oldx=-100, oldy=-100; 
int read; 
struct time *timel, *time2; 
char *gyname[49]= 
("GYUL1560.PCX", "GYU6010.PCX", "GYU600.PCX", "gyu6060.pcx", "gy4530.pcx", 
"GYL030.PCX", "GYUL4530.PCX", "GY4560.PCX", "gy6030.pcx", "gyl4510.pcx", 
"GYUL1530.PCX" , "GYU150.PCX", "GYL6060.PCX", "gy060.pcx", "gyu6030.pcx" , 
"GY00.PCX", "gyl560.pcx", "gyul530.pcx", "gyu4560.pcx", "gyll510.pcx", 
-gyl4560.pcx", "gyl060.pcx", "gyull510.pcx", "gyu4530.pcx", "gyll560.pcx", 
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"gyul60 3 0.pcx", "gyl510.pcx", "gyl5 30.pcx", "gyul560.pcx", "gyu4 50.pcx", 
"gyul510.pcx", "gyu4510.pcx", "gy6010.pcx", "gyul45 60.pcx", "gyl50.pcx" , 
"gyl603 0.pcx", "gyul6060.pcx", "gyul4510.pcx", "gy600.pcx", "gy450.pcx", 
"gy030.pcx", "gyll530.pcx", "gyul6010.pcx", "gy6060.pcx", "gy010.pcx" , 
"gy4510.pcx", "gyl010.pcx", "gyl4530.pcx", "gyl6010.pcx" 
); 
fg_setrgb(7, redl, greenl, bluel); 
fg_setrgb(9, red2, green2, blue2); 
fg_setcolor(7); 
fg__f illpage ( ) ; 
fg_setcolor(9); 
fg__locate(9, 10) ; 
fg_text( 
"The second set will De gyro images.", 3 6); 
fg_locate(ll, 10); 
fg_text( 
"You may pull the trigger when ready to begin!", 46); 
while (fg_button(2)!=1); 
fg_waitfor(18); 
fg_sound(20, 3); 
fg_waitfor(18); 
fg_erase(); 
fg_move(105, 60); 
read= fg_showpcx(gyname[0], 2) ; 
fprintf(record, "The current image is %s\n", gyname[0]); 
gettime(timel); 
fg_waitfor(11); 
fg^erase(); 
while (fg__button(2) !=2) ; 
while (fg_button(2)==2lIfg_button(2)==3) 
( 
x=fg_getxjoy(2); 
y=fg__getyjoy (2) ; 
if(oldx!=xl|oldy!=y) 
{ 
fprintf(record, "x=%3d y=%3d\n", x, y); 
oldx =x; 
oldy =y; 
} 
} 
gettime(time2); 
fprintf(record, "timel is %u second %u\n", timel->ti_sec, timel->ti_hund) ; 
fprintf(record, "time2 is %u second %u\n", time2->ti_sec, time2->ti_hund) ; 
for(i=l; i<49; i++) 
{ 
fg_setrgb(7, redl, greenl, bluel); 
fg_setrgb(9, red2, green2, blue2) ; 
fg__setcolor (7) ; 
fg_fillpage(); 
fg_setcolor(9); 
fg_move(320, 240) ; 
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fg_justify(0, 0) ; 
fg_print(" Press the trigger to continue. ", 32); 
while (fg_button(2)!=1); 
fg_waitfor(18); 
fg_sound(20, I) ; 
fg_waitfor(IS); 
fg_erase(); 
fg_move(105, 60) ; 
read= fg_showpcx(gyname[I], 2); 
fprintf(record, "The current image is %s\n", gyname[l]); 
gettime(timel); 
fg_waitfor(11); 
fg_erasei); 
while (fg_button(2) !=2) ; 
while (fg_button(2)= = 2 I Ifg_button(2)= = 3) 
{ 
x=fg_getxjoy(2); 
y=fg_getyj^_'(2) ,• 
if (oldx!=xl loldy!=y) 
{ 
fprintf(record, "x=%3d y=%3d\n", x, y); 
oldx =x; 
oldy =y; 
} 
} 
gettime (time2) ; 
fprintf(record, "timel is u second %u\n", timel->ti_sec, timel->ti_hund) 
fprintf(record, "time2 is ^u second %u\n", time2->ti_sec, time2->ti_hund) 
APPENDIX C 
INSTRUCTIONS TO PARTICIPANTS 
I l l 
The following pages are copies of the introduction and instructions as they 
appeared to each of the participants as they began the test. 
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Please input the order you want to choose: 
The order you want is 
Press any key to continue 
Please enter your seven-digit colleague number: 
Is correct? 
Press any key to continue 
Approximately how many total flight hours do you have? 
Approximately how many hours do you have in the last six months? 
Input the first letter of the following FAA ratings which you currently possess: 
Private Commercial Instrument Multi 
ATP 
Have you ever flown an airplane equipped with a stick instead of a yoke? 
Have you flown a PC-based flight simulator with a Head-up display (Symbolic display) 
more than 5 hours in the last year? 
What is your gender? 
If you have made any mistakes entering the data, please tell the attendant, otherwise, 
press any key to continue. 
Center your joystick and press the bottom button. 
Move your joystick to the upper left-hand corner and press the top button. 
Move your joystick to the lower right-hand corner and press both buttons. 
Welcome. You have been selected, based on your flight experience, to be a participant in 
a study conducted by Navy Lieutenant Chris Cohoes. This study will be published as a 
thesis for the degree of Master of Aeronautical Science - Human Factors concentration. It 
may also be used by the Department of the Navy as a basis for future research in 
advanced cockpit displays. Your name will never be used or known by Lieutenant 
Cohoes, so that the results of the study will remain strictly confidential. 
Press any key to continue 
This experiment will require that you react quickly to images presented on this screen. 
Your reaction will be to move the joystick in certain directions as you would a control 
stick in a real aircraft. If you are ill, excessively tired, or have any injury that prevents 
you from manipulating the joystick, please inform the person administering the 
experiment, and you will be rescheduled. 
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Press any key to continue 
Thank you. Today you will be asked to view 45 different representations of 'your' 
aircraft's attitude in each of three different types of attitude indicator displays. Each 
attitude displayed to you will be one that you have seen during your flight training to this 
point. This is the case because you will be asked to recover from the displayed attitude to 
a straight and level (0 pitch and 0 angle of bank) attitude, much like an unusual attitude 
recovery procedure. 
Press any key to continue 
The following is a view of the gyro display that you will see. It is now indicating a 
straight and level attitude. 
Study this picture. When you are comfortable with its format, Press any key to continue. 
The following is a view of the pictorial display that you will see. It is now indicating a 
straight and level attitude. 
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Study this picture. When you are comfortable with its format, Press any key to continue. 
The following is a view of the symbolic display that you will see. It is now indicating a 
straight and level attitude. 
5 i 1 5 
. 6 . 
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Study this picture. When you are comfortable with its format, Press any key to continue. 
The exact sequence of events will be as follows. When you are ready to view an attitude 
display, pull the trigger on the joystick. In 2 seconds you will hear a beep. In two more 
seconds, you will see one of the three display types flash momentarily on the screen. It 
will only be displayed for lA second. You must immediately depress the button atop the 
joystick and 'fly' your airplane back to straight and level by putting in full opposite 
controls. For example, if the display pictures 'your' attitude at 10 degrees nose up and 10 
degrees left AOB, you should immediately counter with full right stick and full nose 
down. This would be the quickest way to recover the aircraft. Don't worry about 
neutralizing the controls once you think you have achieved straight and level. In the 
above case, the stick would be in the correct position when it was full deflected to the 
1:30 position (between 1 and 2 o'clock). Note also that if you were in a 45 degree nose-
up, 60 degree AOB to the left, the corrective control input would be identical: the 1:30 
position. Once you have achieved this stick position, immediately release the button atop 
the joystick. A message will pop-up saying, 'Press the trigger when you are ready for the 
next display.' The whole thing starts over again with the same type of display, but a 
different attitude. Once you have completed 45 different attitudes for the first type of 
display, you will get a five minute break. The process will repeat itself for the other two 
types of displays and the session will terminate. 
Press any key to continue 
To reiterate, these are the actions you will be asked to perform: 
1. Pull the trigger. 
- wait 2 seconds, beep, 2 more seconds 
- display flashes up 
2. Immediately upon seeing the display, press the thumb button on the joystick 
3. Simultaneously move the stick to the correct position to effect a recovery. 
4. When at the correct position, release the thumb button on the joystick. 
5. Pull the trigger to trigger the next display. 
If you make a mistake of some sort, tell the attendant. 
You may pull the trigger when ready to begin! 
APPENDIX D 
DISPLAY CONSTRUCTION PROCESS 
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The process of designing the three display types was involved, and required a lot 
of pilot testing (which involved actual pilots). The pictorial display was the most 
difficult and involved the researcher building a model of a Navy F-14A Tomcat (scale 
1:72), and affixing it to one end of an aluminum rod. The other end of this rod was stuck 
into a piece of clay on a stand at a fixed distance from a camera. Using a protractor, the 
angle at which the aluminum rod was stuck into the clay was changed in order to produce 
accurate pitch/roll combinations. The camera was a video camera connected to a 
computer at ERAU's Center for Instructional Development (CID). The images generated 
by the camera were captured by the computer and digitized. 49 attitudes were captured 
and saved as bitmap files. These bitmap images were then manipulated to add high-
contrast background and to erase the aluminum rod from view. A graphics package 
named Paint-Shop Pro™ was used to further manipulate the pictorial display images. A 
dark grey field was added to the bottom half of the display to contrast the "ground" from 
the "sky." To further highlight the horizon, a narrow white line was added at the 
intersection of sky and ground. Consideration was given to using a pictorial display grid 
as the ground's surface, but this confused every person in the pilot tests. 
The pictorial display uses elevation and azimuth viewing angles of 0°, i.e., a pilot 
looking at the display would be viewing it from directly behind the displayed aircraft and 
at the same altitude. Any other viewing angle would introduce an ambiguity into the 
display that could not be overcome. An example of this is the normal viewing angle for a 
wingman in a parade formation position. This formation is a typical formation flown by 
military aircraft. These angles would be 45° of azimuth viewing angle to the right (or 
left) of the lead aircraft and approximately 30° elevation angle below the lead aircraft. 
From this viewing angle, the wingman cannot detect fine changes in the lead's 
attitude even if they are as much as 3 to 4 degrees. The way the wingman detects this 
change is by a change in relative motion between his or her aircraft and the lead's aircraft. 
An Al display would not show this change in relative motion, therefore presumably 
would not alert the pilot of changes in her attitude by as much as 4° if the viewing angles 
were as described for parade position. 
The viewing angle that seems to be most compelling is line astern, or azimuth and 
elevation viewing angles of 0°. This viewing angle is also most intuitive for the pilot 
because he is controlling the aircraft's motion while being propelled along this axis - the 
longitudinal axis of the aircraft. 
The attitude gyro was a copy of the type used in the Boeing glass cockpits (B-
757/767 aircraft) except for its size and lack of color. All three display types used in this 
study were monochrome, displayed only two pieces of information (pitch and roll relative 
to the horizon) (the data presented to construct this information did vary between displays 
which is the point), and occupied the same field-of-view. 
The choice to use monochrome displays was made for similar reasons as the 
choice to use a geo-centric symbolic display. Colors tend to dominate displays if they are 
used as codes. It would be difficult to determine if results of this study were due to color-
coding or to the object of the study, symbolic versus pictorial coding of displays. In 
order to further support this goal, no other redundant coding was used in the displays. 
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This is the reason that the pictorial display does not have a pitch ladder or any markings 
signifying degrees of pitch. This would be a redundant source of pitch information when 
used with the pictured angle of the F-14's nose. Participants in the study would have a 
better chance of picking up pitch cues from a display with more than one pitch cue (until 
display clutter becomes a factor). The one exception to this is that the symbolic display 
has dashed lines for negative pitch as well as a negative sign before the number 
signifying how many degrees of negative pitch the aircraft is experiencing. 
Attitudes represented by the three displays were selected based on the 
population's exposure to unusual attitudes. The ERAU procedures manual for the private 
pilot course sets limits of sixty degrees angle of bank and 70° pitch attitude. In order to 
stay within familiar territory for the participants, these same limits were applied to the 
attitude representations used in this study. Extreme attitudes such as inverted climbs 
could have introduced a confounding variable into the study. 
The symbolic display images were derived from the geo-centric HUD display 
design used in the Osgood & Venturino (1990) study. These images were created with 
the same graphics package and their size was determined in the same fashion as the 
attitude gyro's. In its ego-centric form, this display type is used in almost every modern 
fighter and attack aircraft in the world. 
APPENDIX E 
CONSENT FORM 
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Per ERAU policy, each participant was required to sign a consent form before 
participating in this study. The consent form used is on the following page. 
CONSENT FORM 
Project: Two Dimensional versus Three Dimensional Displays 
I agree to participate in a one day study on performance differences between two-
dimensional and three-dimensional situational awareness displays. I will be asked to complete a 
questionnaire concerning my aviation experience as well as my current physical well-being. 
During the experiment I will be asked to respond to various representations of unusual 
aircraft instrument attitudes by manipulating a joystick. If for any reason this task begins to feel 
unpleasant, I will be permitted to stop upon my request. I also understand that I am free to 
discontinue participation in this study at any time. If I elect to discontinue participating, I 
understand that all forms I have completed will be destroyed. 
I certify that I do not have epilepsy, nor am I taking any medication or drugs. 
I understand that no risks or discomforts are expected, and that all information concerning 
my participation in this study will be kept confidential. Any published reports will present only 
statistical data or individual data without personal identification. 
A preliminary description of the project has been given to me in person. I understand that 
I am free to ask questions about the procedures to be used, and at the end of the session, I will be 
fully informed as to the purpose of the research project. I also understand that the experiment is 
expected to have no direct benefit to me personally but that the results will be used to further 
scientific knowledge about the effects on performance of different types of situational awareness 
displays. 
If you have any questions or comments, please discuss them with those involved in the 
study, and/or Dr. J. A. Wise, Center for Aviation/Aerospace Research, (904) 226-6385. 
Name (print) 
Signature Date 
